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SINGLE WINDOW AUTOMATED PROCESSING SYSTEM(SWAPS)Sign-OffWildlife DivisionMinistry of Natural Resources and the Environment

Please provide your response by way of signing and returning this form to:
Centre for Policy Analysis and Institutional Development

276 Bissessar Avenue

Prashad Nagar, Georgetown
Tel: 225-7554

Email: info@cpaid.org

The observations and recommendations herein reflects the true state of the agency’s operationsdescribed as the AS-IS state which reflects the processes as they are currently conducted. Thesample TO-BE state reflects a permit process within a fully automated single window environment.
By signing below, the Wildlife Division is committing to ensuring that all activities are activelyconducted towards the preparation for implementation of epermitting for CITES and non-CITESpermits. To support its urgent necessity and to prepare for SWAPS through continuous revision toensure a smooth transition, the agency will independently embrace the initiatives contained in thisdocument which are critical in the implementation of the online facility.
.......................................................................Head, Wildlife Division ..................................Date
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1. Introduction

Attendant to the invitation made by the Convention on International Trade ofEndangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) in its CITES Strategic Vision 2008-2013 to intergovernmental environment fora, the secretariats of multilateralenvironmental agreements, other intergovernmental organisms, and otherorganizations interested in the objectives of CITES to review their policies, programs,and ongoing as well as planned activities with the aim of strengthening theimplementation of CITES, the Amazon Cooperation Treaty Organization (ACTO) in itsnew Strategic Agenda for Amazon Cooperation (November, 2010), considers“Management, monitoring, and control of wildlife species threatened by trade” as one ofthe thematic components integrating ACTO´s field of endeavour.  This theme definesshort-term activities such as the development of technical and institutional capacitythrough (i) generation of technological tools, and (ii) the implementation of electronicpermits for CITES species.
Within this framework, in order to generate a work strategy for ACTO MemberCountries on the subject of electronic permits, the PS/ACTO, through the AmazonRegional Program (BMZ/DGIS/GIZ) and the participation of the CITES Secretariat,undertook a diagnostic on the state of the art in Amazonian Countries, which wasanalyzed and technically validated during the Regional Meeting on InformationManagement and Electronic Permit Issuance that took place in Brasilia, Brazil inOctober 2011.
As a result of this process, the CITES Secretariat and the PS/ACTO signed a Small ScaleFunding Agreement (SSFA) aimed at developing a joint work strategy as reflected in the“CITES electronic permitting in the Member Countries of the Amazon CooperationTreaty Organization (ACTO): Component A.  Regional Capacity Building forimplementing e-permitting” initiative (E-permit Project), funded with resources fromthe Amazon Regional Program (BMZ/DGIS/GIZ) and the European Union.
The objective of this initiative is to provide the Member Countries of ACTO with aharmonized system for the emission of electronic CITES permits.  In its first stage, twocomponents that are carried out in parallel are being undertaken. The first component(A) is aimed at supporting the development of capacities in the ACTO Member Countriesthat have yet to begin (or have only recently begun) to prepare the implementation ofelectronic issuance of CITES permits in a coordinated way (Bolivia, Guyana, Suriname,and Venezuela).  The second component (B) is related to the development of a regionalplan for the implementation of electronic CITES permits aligned with national singlewindow processes (Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru).
This report seeks to identify the operational and technical needs of the Wildlife Divisionfor the development of a system for electronic emission of CITES permits and/or the
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integration of the wildlife permit processes in the impending Single Window project.The document also takes into consideration, the second version CITES electronicpermitting toolkit which reflects the current data and operational standards that havebeen adopted in version 3.3 of the WCO Data Model.
2. Background

Guyana became a signatory to the newly formed CITES (Convention for theInternational Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna) in 1977.  Thisprovided the necessary mechanism for the Ministry of Agriculture to re-organise theregulation of the trade, thus culminating in the formation of the Wildlife ServicesDivision which remained an integral part of the Crops & Livestock Department of theMinistry of Agriculture until early 1998.
During 1998, the organisation was renamed, the Wildlife Division and classified as asemi-autonomous agency. As required by Article IX of the CITES ‘Convention’, theWildlife Management and Wildlife Scientific Authorities were set up as institutionalarrangements to preside over the Wildlife Division. The Wildlife Management Authoritypresides as the Governing Board. The Board in turn, acts on the advice of the WildlifeScientific Authority with regard to the importation and exportation of wild fauna &flora, the licensing of wildlife holding stations and matters pertaining to themanagement and welfare of wildlife held within Guyana’s borders. The ManagementAuthority annually processes licenses for exporters, and, inter alia, grants import &export permits per transaction (CITES and non-CITES)
Over the past three years, the Wildlife Division has made significant strides in thepreparation of their environment for future accommodation of trade e-permittingprocedures. The core business functions of quota management and permit processinghave already been computerised using localised software, which has contributedsignificantly to the current operational efficiency of the organisation.
3. Overview of Stakeholder Consultations

During a three week period, key staff members at the Wildlife Division were consultedto provide information on how Wildlife trading processes are conducted in Guyana. Ademonstration of the operation of software was also conducted. This documentation ofcurrent business processes is referred to in this document as the “AS-IS” businessprocess models (BPMs). Other information gathered include those that reflect theinfrastructural and information management capacities of the organisation. This activityhas also been recently conducted at the other licencing agencies within the Guyana
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Government as part of the preparatory work towards the development of a NationalSingle Window Automated Processing System (SWAPS) for trade.The SWAPS concept provided to each licensing agency promotes the implementation ofa number of changes both nationally and at individual agency level that are gearedtowards the harmonisation and standardisation of procedures and policies  to achievethe ultimate objectives set by the Government of Guyana (GoG). Therefore, havingdefined the AS-IS BPMs, processes are reviewed against these standards to be adoptedin the Single Window environment. The redefined processes are considered as being inthe “TO-BE” state. These processes represent the optimum flow of activitiesrecommended to support an electronic Single Window.However, since the implementation of SWAPs is future project, it is expected that somebenefits may begin to accrue if quick wins are identified and implemented. Not only maythe GoG and the private sector experience some time resource improvements now butthey also have the opportunity to get a head start in the preparation for an electronicSingle Window. Consequently, several agencies are compelled to adopt “Interim”business processes that are transitional in nature to reduce the impact of the finalsolution and to possibly provide quick wins.The diagram below describes the methodology used for analysing and validatingfindings in the Wildlife Division to determine the workflows that are involved in theprocessing of applications for licences, permits and clearance of goods. All six (6) stepsare to be undertaken towards completion.

Agency Head SeniorManagement WorkingGroups

Step 1: Meeting with theAgency Head to identifyrelevant targets for study,to determine a course ofaction and to mobilise staffto provide information
Step 2: Meeting withsenior management topromote the singlewindow concept anddiscuss the businessprocess that are relevant

Step 3: Presentation ofsingle window initiatives,discuss recommendationsand make amendments asnecessary.

Step 6: Sign off by Agency Head Step 4: Completion ofBusiness Analysis Processin conjunction withworkgroup
Step 5: Review of final BusinessAnalysis document with AgencyHead
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4. Analysis of the Current EnvironmentWithin the scope of this consultancy, we will review the management of quotas,processing and subsequent issuance of licences and permits and theauthorisation(s)/certification for wildlife species, including those listed in CITES.
4.1 Quota Management

National Quota

Wild fauna & flora threatened by international trade are classified as either CITESAppendix I, II or III. Appendix III are CITES species that are considered threatened at ajurisdictional level, in this case, originate from Guyana, and require a Certificate oforigin if traded by a country that didn´t list the species in this Appendix, in order tosupport controls of the countries that listed the species. Appendix II species can betraded annually only in accordance with the number assigned by the quota and uponthe Scientific Authority views adopted based in the Non Detrimental Finding analysis.Appendix I species can only be exported/imported under very special conditions,following approval by the Wildlife Management Authority, as these are considered to be“threatened with extinction”.  Such transactions are restricted to recognised zoos andherbariums, and are usually allowed for educational purposes.
The license period for the National Quota currently runs from April 4 of one year toApril 3 of the following year but from January 2014, the calendar year from January 1 toDecember 31 will be adopted. As mentioned above, the quota is set based on therecommendation of the Wildlife Scientific Authority. Once the Wildlife ScientificAuthority makes its determination, the recommendation is sent to the WildlifeManagement Authority for approval. The Management and Scientific Authorities are agroup of persons constituted by Cabinet (which fulfils the obligations under Article IX ofthe CITES Convention).
Individual QuotaThe approved National Quota, which cannot be exceeded, is then used to make theindividual allocations to wildlife exporters. The quota subcommittee determines thisallocation for each exporter. Some amount of quota is retained and subsequently used

The core trade function for the Wildlife Division is the management of the NationalWildlife Export Quota which is the maximum number of each wildlife species to beexported annually. This concept was introduced in 1987 to minimize over-exploitationof the traded animals and birds. It is a requirement of CITES that export and importpermits be issued for international trade in wild fauna and flora listed on the CITESAppendices. All Parties to the Convention are bound to accept specimens of CITES listed species onlyif they are accompanied by valid CITES documentation.
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to award extra quota throughout the year as required. Some species are not allocated asindividual quotas either because the total export quota is very small or the species tendto be poorly utilized.
Applications are made by Traders to the Head of the Division for award of those speciesas needed. The recommendations of the quota subcommittee are submitted to theWildlife Management Authority for approval. Upon approval, the Wildlife Divisionprocesses the decisions and prepares Individual quota sheets for Traders so that theymay track their own usage. This requires first, the input of the national quota amountsinto the Wildlife Trade Software and second, the input of the individual quotaallocations. The software automatically adjusts the remaining balances as follows:a) the remaining national quota as allocations are enteredb) the remaining individual quota as permits are prepared
Performance QuotaThis initiative was adopted by the Wildlife Division in order to reward wildlifeexporters who excel in their trade activities and who invest in ensuring that theirtrading facilities and operations are at a high standard.  In this system, exporters whomeet the necessary criteria will begin the trading year with additional quotas solelybased on their performance over a number of years. This additional quota is called’performance allocation’ and is maintained as a separate figure in the individual quotasheets (but not the software) for data analysis and reference.
Snapshots of the quota management screens in the Wildlife Trade Software can befound at Annex III.
4.2 Business Process Mapping (The As-Is State)

There is an ongoing process of refinement of business processes at the Wildlife Divisionwhich ensures that there is seamless integration with progressive automated activities.This has led to the efficient functioning of the Wildlife Division and minimal deficiencyin operational capacity to perform its current duties.
The purpose of this document, however, is to assess the current operational capacity ofthe Wildlife Division relative to both the impending implementation of a Guyana SingleWindow Automated Processing System (SWAPS) for Trade as well as the requirementsfor current CITES e-permitting initiatives regarding data exchange. It seeks todetermine the requirements for Guyana to support the electronic emission of permits.
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Given the foregoing, it must be noted that the Wildlife Division was not included as apriority licencing agency in the SWAPS project analysis phase which was conductedduring May 2012 to June 2013. However, since there is external support and recourse toengage and adopt current initiatives of CITES and ACTO, it is the intention to completethis work during this project to bring the Wildlife Division into focus for the agency tohave an opportunity to be included in the SWAPS startup implementation project.
Towards this end, a high-level classification of business processes was developed and isshown below:

Table of broad categorisation of business processesAnnual/One Time Transactional (per consignment)LocalTraders Commercial Licence (1)ForeignTraders(Exporters) Holding Station Licence(3)Commercial “Export” Licence (1)Commercial “Import” Licence (2)Monthly Register (5)
Import/Export Permit(4)Export Personal Pets (6)Import Personal Pets (4)Request for Inspection (7)

For Local Traders, there is an annual requirement for Commercial Licence as theauthorisation for trading as a trapper or a middleman.
For Foreign Traders, there is an annual requirement for a Commercial Export Licenceand Commercial Import Licence to authorise exports and imports respectively. Theprocessing of a Holding Station Licence to store species waiting to be exported, comesas an automatic requirement during the process of acquiring a Commercial ExportLicence.
In the case of the commercial exporter, the Monthly Register is used to track andmonitor the quantity and health of inventory of species that are being held at theHolding Stations.
Once Licences have been granted, Wildlife Traders can then proceed to export or importa consignment of species.  Each consignment must be accompanied by a permit which isused to control and monitor the approved quantity that is being traded. This quantity isalways a subset of the national quota for each species.

Table of broad categorisation of permits

For the purpose of the project, the export permits have been categorised in the tablebelow:
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Exporter Has IndividualQuota (HIQ) Exporter is Without IndividualQuota(WIQ)Amount is drawnfrom Individual Quota Export Permit where HIQ Export Permit where WIQAmount is drawnfrom Extra Quota(E) Export Permit where HIQE
Where:HIQ (Has Individual Quota) - The Trader has an approved individual quota of thespecies for export, which is usually a brought forward amount from the previous year.HIQE (Has Individual Quota with Extra) - The Trader has received an additional amountof quota which is based on his performance or which has been granted on a case by casebasis because of demand.WIQ (Without Quota) – The species that is being traded is allocated based on therequest of the trader.
In the case of CITES permits/certificates, a special document layout is required.However, the business processes at the Wildlife Division have been implemented toseamlessly integrate these special conditions when creating all permits including thoseof CITES species to ensure consistency of operations and that the necessary controlsand management functions are undertaken.
Further, Annex I shows the business process mapping for the following 24 businessprocesses that have been deemed critical to the trade operations of the WildlifeDivision:

1.1 Establish “NATIONAL LIST OF WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”1.2 Establish “INDIVIDUAL LIST OF WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”1.3 Establish “PERFORMANCE ALLOCATION QUOTA”1.4 Process Request for EXTRA Quota1.5 Process Request for WITHOUT INDIVIDUAL Quota (WIQ)1.6 Process Application for New Commercial Licence (independent application)1.7 Process Application for Renewal of Commercial Licence1.8 Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘STOCK COUNT AND QUARANTINEPERIOD’1.9 Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘LICENCING’1.10 Process submission of monthly register of stock1.11 Process Application for New Commercial Export Licence(CEL)1.12 Process Application for Renewal of Commercial Export Licence(CEL)1.13 Process Application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQ)1.14 Process Application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQE)1.15 Process Application for Commercial Export Permit (WIQ)1.16 Process Application for Re-Export Permit1.17 Process Application for Short Shipment
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1.18 Process Request for Inspection and Health Certificate1.19 Process Application for Import Licence1.20 Process Application for Import Permit1.21 Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Departure1.22 Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Arrival1.23 Process Application for Import Permit for a Pet1.24 Process Application for Export Permit for a Pet
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4.3 Organisational Framework

The organisational framework of the Wildlife Division was reviewed for its manpower capacityto carry out its mandate to provide daily operations to support the activities of the WildlifeDivision.

Figure 1. Wildlife Division Organisation Chart

The Wildlife Division operates a 40-hour work week with 12 staff. The Head of WildlifeDivision is the administrative custodian of the national and individual quotas which aremaintained using the Wildlife Trade software. The Scientific Officer is a member of theWildlife Scientific Authority. The Veterinary Officer ensures that the Holding Stationsconform to industry standards and are consistently manned to maintain high sanitationlevels to preserve the health of the animals stored within. The Monitoring Officersperform the role of Inventory Manager for the Holding Stations and they visit all sitesonce per month to verify quantities and maintain accurate stock counts.
External to the Wildlife Division, is the Guyana Forestry Commission and FisheriesDivision of the Ministry of Agriculture which deal with flora and sea fauna issuesrespectively. In the case of CITES listed specimens geared for international trade,Wildlife Division processes can easily facilitate the issuance of permits for thosespecimens if the need arises.
4.4 Computing ResourcesIn assessing the computing capacity at the Wildlife Division, the areas observed werethe technical capacity for communication (LAN and WAN), data storage and informationmanagement, processing power and workflow control that are in place to support the
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smooth and efficient operations of the Wildlife Division. The following table reflectssuch findings:
WILDLIFE DIVISION COMPUTING RESOURCES SHOWING STAFF ASSIGNMENTS

Position Computer Network Office
Productivity
Software

Wildlife
Software

Capacity
(Memory, Harddrive,
Processor,O/S)1 Head, WD 1 Laptop Wired/Wireless Yes Yes 4 Gb DDR3, 300 Gb, 2.7 GHz, Win 72 Server Wired Yes Yes(CentralDatabase) 8 GB ECC, 1 Tb, 3.0 , server 2003

3 ConfidentialSecretary 1 Desktop Wired Yes No 2 Gb DDR3, 200 Gb, 2.8 GHz, Win 74 AdministrativeOfficer 1 Desktop Wired Yes Yes 2 Gb DDR3, 500 Gb, 2.8 GHz, Win 75 MonitoringOfficer 1 Desktop Wired Yes No 2 Gb DDR3, 100 Gb, 2.8 GHz, Win 76 MonitoringOfficer 2 Shares computer with Monitoring Officer 17 Scientific Officer1 Desktop Wired Yes Yes 2 Gb DDR3, 500 Gb, 2.8 GHz, Win 78 General Clerk 1 Desktop Wired Yes Yes 2 Gb DDR3, 200 Gb, 2.8 GHz, Win 79 Typist Clerk 1 Desktop Wired Yes Yes 2 Gb DDR3, 500 Gb, 2.8 GHz, Win 710 VeterinaryOfficer 1 Desktop Wired Yes No 2 Gb DDR3, 500 Gb, 2.8 GHz, Win 711 Project WorkUsage Laptop Wireless Yes Yes 4Gb DDR3,240 Gb, 3.0 Ghz12 InternetBandwidth 1Mb
The Wildlife Division has modest but adequate workstation computing resources tohandle its current workload. The database for the Wildlife Trade Software is stored on aserver in the office of the Head WD and is accessed by authorised staff through a localarea network using the client desktop application Wildlife Trade Software. The HeadWD has exclusive access to manage the National and Individual Quotas, while the TradeDepartment creates and manages permits which automatically updates the balances ofIndividual Quotas. Office productivity software such as Microsoft Word and Excel areused extensively to produce all supporting documents to the permit processes.
The local area network is powered by a wireless router which also provides wiredconnectivity. There are reports of notable network down time and a possibility that therouter might be malfunctioning. Comprehensive backup procedures are not in place butsome amount of backing up is done by individual staff.
4.5 Wildlife Trade Software
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The Wildlife Trade Management Software which is currently being used by the WildlifeDivision was built by a Surinamese company and implemented during 2008. Theapplication though not complete, instituted the necessary controls and securitymechanisms that protect key and critical information such as The National Quota andIndividual Quotas from being inadvertently altered. The system heavily supports thecore commercial and non-commercial trading activities and all Traders are alsosuccessfully maintained by the system.
The use of the system has greatly empowered the organisation to be effective in theiroperations and to produce timely statistics to aid management in making decisionsabout performance-based allocations. This in turn paved the way for easy access tostatistical information needed and it encompasses the entire workflow for the creation,management and printing of permits (CITES and non-CITES). It is believed that thissoftware has placed the Wildlife Division in a strategic position to understand and easilyadopt any future e-permitting initiatives.
A futile attempt was made to contact the vendor to get an excerpt of the database tablestructures but upon investigating the operations of the software a conceptual datamodel was deduced and is illustrated below:

Trader Species

National Quota

Individual
Quota

C

E

F

Permit

Licence

I

B
D

G

H

A

Figure 2. Conceptual Data Model

The data relationship labels are as follows:
A: The Trader record is used to create an Individual Quota
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B: The Trader record is used to create a PermitC: The Trader Licence is used to create the Individual QuotaD: The Individual Quota is a critical input to create a permit (CITES or non-CITES)E: The Species definition is a critical input to the creation of Individual QuotaF: The Species definition is a critical input to the creation of the National QuotaG: The National Quota is used to control the collective Individual QuotaH: The Species definition is a critical input to create a permit (CITES or non-CITES)I: The Trader record is used to create a Licence
Annex III illustrates and explains the screens used in the software.
4.6 General Summary of Findings

Heading FindingsAuthorisation  Commercial Licence to Trade Locally
 Commercial Licence to Trade Internationally
 Licence to erect and operate a Holding Station
 Permit for Export
 Permit for ImportGoods thatrequireauthorization  Wildlife for which the species are classified under CITES and needs tobe protected
 Wildlife that are non-CITESRegistration  The importer/exporter is registered as a Trader using the WildlifeTrade Software upon the first application for a Licence.
 This List of Authorised Traders/Exporters is public informationQuotaManagement  The National Export Quota is maintained and is classified
 The Individual Export Quota is maintained and is classified but eachTrader has their copyProcessing  Processes are generally streamlined and efficient
 Security Controls for protection of data is in place
 Contingency plan for access to classified information is in place
 Import/Export requirements per commodity and also per regime isnot centrally available.
 Forms for a particular task should be consolidated and standardisedPayment The required payment for the 24 business processes highlighted are as
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Heading Findingsfollows:
 Process Request for EXTRA Quota: approval of request attracts an

administrative fee calculated at 50% of the levy value of the species.
 Process Request for WITHOUT INDIVIDUAL Quota (WIQ): G$0
 Process application for New Commercial Licence (independentapplication) : G$300 for application G$ 50,000 per licence:
 Process application for Renewal of Commercial Licence: G$300 for

application G$ 50,000 per licence
 Process application for New Commercial Export Licence(CEL) : G$300

for application G$ 50,000 per licence
 Process application for Renewal of Commercial Export Licence(CEL) :

G$300 for application G$ 50,000 per licence:
 Process application for new holding premises licence: G$300 for

application; G$50,000 for licence
 Process application for renewal of holding premises license: G$300 for

application; G$50,000 for licence
 Process application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQ): 20% of the

species value on the permit
 Process application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQE): 20% of the

species value on the permit
 Process application for Commercial Export Permit (WIQ): 20% of the

species value on the permit
 Process application for Re-Export Certificate: $500
 Process application for Import Licence: G$300 for application G$

50,000 per licence
 Process application for Import Permit: G$ 20,000 per permit
 Process application for Import Permit for a Pet: G20,000 per permit
 Process application for Export Permit for a Pet: 20% of the value of the

species on the permitTransactionVolume  Total number of Holding Stations: 18
 Average number of Commercial Licences per year: 24
 Average number of Commercial Export Licences per year: 19
 Average number of permits per year:1140
 Average number of requests for Extra Quota per year: 150
 Average number of requests for WIQ per year: 90
 Average number of requests for inspection per year: 260BusinessProcessTiming The average timing for the 24 business processes highlighted are asfollows:
 Establish “NATIONAL LIST OF WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”: 2months
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Heading Findings
 Establish “INDIVIDUAL LIST OF WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”: 3-5days
 Establish “PERFORMANCE ALLOCATION QUOTA”: 3 weeks
 Process Request for EXTRA Quota: 1 month
 Process Request for WITHOUT INDIVIDUAL Quota (WIQ): 2 weeks
 Process application for New Commercial Licence (independentapplication): 1 month
 Process application for Renewal of Commercial Licence: 1 month
 Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘STOCK COUNTAND QUARANTINE PERIOD’: 10 days
 Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘LICENCING’: 1month
 Process submission of monthly register of stock: 5 days
 Process application for New Commercial Export Licence(CEL): 3months
 Process application for Renewal of Commercial Export Licence(CEL):2 months
 Process application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQ): 3 days
 Process application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQE): 3 days
 Process application for Commercial Export Permit (WIQ): 3 days
 Process application for Re-Export Certificate: 3 days
 Process application for Short Shipment: 3 days
 Process Request for Inspection and Health Certificate: 2 days
 Process application for Import Licence: 3 months
 Process application for Import Permit: 1 month
 Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Departure: 24 hours
 Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Arrival: 24 hours
 Process application for Import Permit for a Pet: 1 month
 Process application for Export Permit for a Pet: 2 weeksSee Section on Recommendations for those that have been revised.Individuals(ProcessActors)involved withprocessing
 Head, Wildlife Division – 1
 Confidential Secretary - 1
 Veterinary Officer - 1
 Scientific Officer - 1
 Administrative Officer - 1
 Monitoring Officer - 2
 General Clerk - 1
 Typist Clerk - 1Legislative andRegulation  The Business Processes are currently governed under the SpeciesProtection Regulations 1999
 This is superseded by the Wildlife Import And Export Bill of 2011
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Heading Findingswhich is yet to be passed
 The full E-transactions bill to enable electronic transfer ofinformation between licencing stakeholders has not yet beenapproved.
 The SWAPS Implementation phase of the project will ensure that theSingle Window Bill is passed to ensure that the law makes provisionfor E-transactions, data integrity, security and sharing.Local Agencyinteractions  Interactions with the Customs authority are by telephone and inwriting
 Interactions with the Guyana Livestock Development Agency areusually by telephoneForeignAgencyInteractions  Ad hoc interactions occur when a receiving country wishes to refer toWildlife Division to confirm the authenticity of a permit CITES or non-CITESIT/Automation  Networked environment with one internet connection of 1 Mbbandwidth and 1 desktop server
 One non-resident IT support officer
 One client/server legacy application called Wildlife Trade Softwarefor managing quotas and processing and printing permits. Delphiinterface. Sybase Database.
 No Backup policy.IT/Website  There is no agency website
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The Guyana SWAPS Initiative

4.7 Analysis Phase

The first phase of the Guyana SWAPS project was run from September 2012 to May2013. This was the analysis phase of the project which studied business processes andorganisational capacities at related agencies. Coming out of these processes wererecommendations for standardisation of licencing procedures to create an enablingenvironment in which a SWAPS solution would be most effective in Guyana. Criticaloutputs of that project included:
 Conceptual Design for SWAPS
 Recommended changes and additions to legislation to enable e-transaction ande-commerce for trade
 Creation of an organisational structure (The National Single Window Authority)
 Revisions to Business Processes (at all licencing agencies to harmonise andstreamline procedures for increased efficiency and simplicity)
 Identification of Gaps in IT software and Hardware (primarily at the data centre,GRA, but also on a smaller scale at the licencing agencies)

The project is consistent with CARICOM's initiatives to facilitate interoperability withother regional and international Single Window facilities. This includes initiatives toautomate, standardise and streamline cross-border trade for its territories taking intoconsideration the evolving data and procedural standards (WCO,UN/CEFACT, etc.) thatgovern international trade.
The team analysed the existing conditions and operational procedures at 16 licensingagencies in Guyana and the Guyana Revenue Authority(GRA) as the central hub. Theteam conducted an assessment of the commercial survey responses and compiledinformation on the current ICT environment and Cross Border Management (CBM)practices. Data was reviewed and compiled so as to provide a full view of Guyana’scurrent CBM environment. This effort involved a study of the actors, their limitationsand environment, connections, processes, and the potential impact of any on-goingchanges or upgrades to systems or procedures. The resulting output being theconceptual design model and the various options for implementation detailed in theSWAPS report. In short, the Conceptual Model and the advantages and disadvantages ofthe various implementation options detailed below are specific to Guyana based on ouranalysis of the Guyana CBM environment and its stakeholders.The next stage in the process was to look at the optimal Single Window Concept Modelthat would work for Guyana and the various options for implementation, within theboundaries of this environment, and taking into account International best practice, andother impacting factors (e.g. Guyana trade community, regional factors etc.).
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4.8 Conceptual Model

The diagram above is a graphical representation of the Concept Model of the SWAPSdesigned for Guyana taking into account all the factors outlined in the previous sections.It details the key e-Services that will be provided by SWAPS via the various proposedchannels for communication to the key internal and external stakeholders.
The Guyana SWAPS model upon completion of the analysis phase was deemed toembody the WCO Data Model 3.1 which does not include provisions for CITES e-permits. However, it is the intention to ensure that the implementation phase of SWAPSadopts the use of WCO Data Model 3.3 and take into account the guidance of the version2 CITES toolkit.
During the Analysis phase, the team identified a number of core recommendationswhich would impact the design of the SWAPS for Guyana. There are a number of areaswhere it is believed that the implementation of the SWAPS will resolve the major issuesfaced both by the Private and Public sectors.  It is therefore vital that any solutionembodies these core features:
 a Web based portal with tightly coupled functionality between licencing anddeclaration processing
 a commodity search function
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 a single application point for the Customs Broker/Trader
 the electronic movement of documents
 electronic payments
 electronic tracking of application progress

4.9 Core FunctionalityThere are a number of core functions that SWAPS will have as minimum. These corerequirements comprise:
Function Description / Comments

Accessibility/Data
Submission

Customs Brokers/Traders/Employees are to be presented with aDashboard that reflects their specific current data (approvalstatus), as well as access to historical data (e.g. historicaltransactions and payments), and is personalized to them by theuse of Logos, titles etc.
Validation The system will perform initial completeness and correctnesschecks to ensure minimum required data is submitted in theexpected format
Security Security that will be deployed in the SWAPS system:

 Identification – confirmation of identity of Broker/Trader.Linked to national registration or identification database or,in the case of corporations, a business registration or TINdatabase.
 Authentication – All internal and external users provided witha unique userid and password to access the system through aframework single logon but to have a universal user audittrail for all transactions that occur in the single window.
 Access Control – Role-based access that can be configured fornew users or changed for existing ones.
 Traceability – Data that is stored in the system should bemonitored in an auditable format at a number of levels to beaccessible by a system administrator for audit purposes.
 Encryption – The system will have encryption functions fordata and for messages. Consideration will be given toimplement PKI to support digital certificates once the SingleWindow environment has matured.

Commodity Search A comprehensive commodity (HS code) search function showingregulatory and tax/duty requirements. The commodity reference
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should still be maintained as core TRIPS but access by SWAPS.
Roles and
Responsibilities

Each User of the system will be assigned a role which willdetermine the level of access to the system as well as their levelof authority to authorise or move the application to the next stageof the process.
Digital Signatures
and Printing

The electronic signing of a SWAPS submission by the CustomsBroker/Trader will replace manually signed applications.Companies will have to be represented by authorised Brokers.The Trader must be able to view the approvedLicence/Certificate/Permit in WYSIWYG format available forprinting online
Electronic
Movement of
documents

The SWAPS workflow will allow for Agency personnel to indicatecompletion of their tasks in order for the application (along withall associated documents) to progress electronically to the nextstage. Audit trails for all activities of traders must be maintainedfor each document process.
Statistics and
Management
Reports

Standard Reports would be developed and published through theSWAPS interface with parameters such as commodity, country oforigin/destination, dates, etc.
Electronic Payment The system should perform the calculation of payable amountsbased on value/amount of goods submitted electronically. TheSWAPS framework for payments will be conceptualised incollaboration with the development of such services at theCommercial Banks. The ability for third-party payment byBrokers is still to be worked out. The system however, shouldinclude functionality to allow for walk-in payments, banktransfers, debit card and credit card payments
Notifications Notify applicant and relevant stakeholders of the outcome ofprocessing
Help Desk SWAPS system will contain a built-in help desk system, allowingusers to log issues directly to be attended by Help Desk personnellocated at the NSWA should also be available
4.10 SWAPS Transition ActionsThe Transition and Implementation plan produced as part of the SWAPS projectunderlines the activities that are to be undertaken during the months that transitionbetween the analysis and implementation phases. The most important of these (andthose that provide the biggest challenge) have been reiterated below:
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LegislationA SWAPS bill has been drafted as part of this consultancy to create the legal institutionalframework for electronic trade transactions. The bill is now in the final stages of vetting.It is expected that the legislation will be submitted to cabinet in the near future.Nevertheless, following up on the processes leading to the tabling of the SWAPS Bill inParliament will be essential in the interim period. The acceptance of the proposed draftlegislation is critical to the start of the implementation project for SWAPS.
Data Sharing MOUAn MOU will be signed by all participating agencies in order to ensure that businessprocesses remain up to date and synchronised with the requirements of the NationalSingle Window Authority and that any changes made internally within the agencyalways takes into account the national Single Window requirements. It ensuresconsistency and cooperation between all public LCPO (licence, certificate, permit, other)and Customs institutions within the Single Window environment. The MOU alsoprovides for the sharing and access to information that can be used to monitoroperations internal to a licencing agency or collated to provide analytical informationthat can provide insight to trading trends. The Wildlife Division would have to endorsethe MOU to be considered as a licencing facility in the SWAPS portal;
National Single Window AuthorityOnce the related Single Window Bills has been passed, it will be necessary toimmediately establish the National Single Window Authority and equip this facility withall the necessary resources for its smooth operation;
E-paymentDiscussions are ongoing with the major banks in order to determine the optimumelectronic payment options to support the SWAPS;
Mobilisation of Funds to sustain the SWAPS momentumMomentum has been lost at the closure of the analysis phase during June 2013. Asoutlined in the analysis phase, licencing agencies are expected to develop and followtheir interim business processes. They can measure results and continue to refine theirsystems to ensure that the expected gains in efficiency are realised and to havedifficulties minimised. Funding is critical to the success of these initiatives.
Change ManagementTo ensure the on-going support of the SWAPS stakeholder community, a program ofawareness and communication should be implemented to maintain the momentum, andto keep all stakeholders informed of progress. Activities such as a periodic newsletter,newspaper, TV and radio advertising, presentations, seminars and workshops and
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social networking sites could all be considered as possible methods for promotingawareness of the impending SWAPS implementation.
4.11 General Recommendations at the National LevelThe true business value of the SWAPS solution will only be realised in an enablingenvironment where all the supporting facets of trade facilitation have been refined andharmonised at the National and Agency Levels to address these improvements. Theimprovements have been classified in two phases, “interim” or “transitional” and “TO-BE” which is the ultimate enabling environment when SWAPS is in production. It is theexpectation that each licencing agency progressively adopts these initiatives towardsthe successful implementation of SWAPS.
The interim state assumes that all current resources to support the approval of licencesand permits are maintained. The following table shows how recurrent issues within thelicencing process will be resolved in across the board at the National Level:

Specific
Issue/Opportunity

Interim
Recommendation

TO-BE Recommendation1.  Physical visits tomultiple LicensingAgencies by theapplicant
 High TransactionCost associatedwith the physicalmovement of paper
 Trader is asked toproduce same set ofrequireddocuments tomultiple LicenceAgencies

 Implement singlewindow approach tothe administration oflicencing
 Single submission andcollection ofapplications
 Introduce the use ofharmonizedcommodity codes toidentify goods onapplication form

 Implement electronicsubmission ofapplication
 Implement electronicnotification of processingdecision
 Include option to printWYSIWYGLicence/Permit/Certificate
 If manual submission isallowed, then introducecover charge for DataEntry services. Also, thestaff member performingdata entry should be theone that accepts/returnsdocuments2.  Multiple levels ofvetting

 Multiple levels ofapproval
 Streamline vetting andapproval by usingthresholds to reducesteps

 Single signoff – one levelof approval required forprocess to continueoutside the LicenceAgency3.  Import/Exportrequirements percommodity and  Centralized access toImport/Exportrequirements per  Develop aSWAPS/TraderInformation portal
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Specific
Issue/Opportunity

Interim
Recommendation

TO-BE Recommendationalso per regime isnot centrallyavailable
 Inadequate website

commodity (viawebsite)
 Create Upgradewebsites based onwebsite evaluationreport

information portal.

4.  Payment tomultiple agencies
 Multiple paymentpoints during thebusiness process
 Limited paymentoptions

 Single combinedpayment
 Examine options forelectronic payments

 Single combinedpayment
 Allow electronicpayment usingcredit/debit card via theInternet
 Allow mobile paymentvia SMS text messaging5.  Payment isrequired during(and not before)processing

 Consolidatedpayments to be madeat the start of eachprocess
 Accept paymentupfront/beforeprocessing6.  Inefficient paymentoptions  Explore electronicoptions  Implement electronicPayments

5. The CITES e-Permitting Initiative

The Wildlife Division has been successfully and efficiently processing CITES and non-CITES permits electronically using their Wildlife Trade Software. In the past, copies ofthe permits were submitted to the WCMC to facilitate preparation of its annual report.This is now done by the Wildlife Division and submitted annually to the CITESSecretariat.  The information is consolidated by CITES/WCMC and entered into theglobal CITES Trade Database to support the analysis of wildlife trade. It is consideredpart of the multi-billion dollar regulated trade which is a business with parties nowissuing over 850,000 permits per annum. These permits effectively certify that thewildlife species traded are both and legal and sustainable.
This CITES regulatory system, using permits, certificates, is mature, stable anduniversally recognized and adopted by 179 Parties.
The global CITES Trade Database currently holds over 13 million records butconsidering the large number of permits per annum that are manually entered into thedatabase, the methods for update remain untimely.
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The organisation embarked on an initiative called CITES e-permitting in 2004 totransfer data electronically with the aim of greatly improving the handling andprocessing of CITES applications, and the collation and dissemination of CITES tradeinformation.
The CITES e-permitting intervention will allow traders to request and receive theirpermits for trading wildlife electronically without the need for printed material. In turnthe CITES Secretariat intends to access country data directly rather than having to waitfor the receipt of a printed certificate which has to be manually entered.
Subsequent meetings and resolutions explored ways to make sure that CITES countrydata are harmonized and made “interoperable”. A document called the CITES e-permitting toolkit was produced and is now in its 2nd version as of 2013 and has takeninto consideration the following collaborations:

 collaboration with the CITES Secretariat in the drafting of funding proposalsrelated to the development of CITES e-permitting systems
 working with the United Nations Centre for Trade Facilitation and ElectronicBusiness, the World Customs Organization and other relevant organizations toensure the alignment of CITES e-permits with international trade standards andnorms
 facilitating the development of a ready-to-use electronic CITES permitting forParties in developing regions, and supporting the participation of these parties inthe Working Group.

Through the harmonised e-permitting system, the CITES Secretariat will benefit from:
 greater traceability and authentication
 more opportunities for integration/harmonization with other traceableregulatory systems
 easier methods of reporting and for data analysis
 decreases in the rate of error and access to up-to-date data
 decrease in opportunities for fraud

Guyana’s Wildlife Division has already effectively enforced CITES procedures throughthe use of a localised computerised system for over three years. This has put the agencyin an advantageous position to embark on the required initiatives to meet new e-permitting obligations under the Convention.
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6. Recommendations for Guyana

6.1 Introduction

The information gathered during the consultations with the Wildlife Division (WD) wasused as the baseline to determine what workflow and information systemsimprovements are necessary to prepare Wildlife Division for implementation of theSWAPS. These improvements will be considered along with recommendations made toother licencing agencies in order to bring out the high level conceptual models that bestsuit Guyana.
The SWAPS solution will require all of the critical technologies to be implemented at acentral site complete with elaborate infrastructure to accommodate information fromall licencing agencies with the necessary procedural controls. The SWAPS solutionchosen will adopt the latest WCO Data model which will include CITES e-permittingspecifications.
At the level of a licencing agency, the general requirement is a workstation withadequate internet bandwidth with redundancy to reduce downtime.
It is envisaged that the SWAPS implementation may start in 2015. But in order toprepare for the CITES special data considerations to support wildlife trade, it is beingrecommended that the current transition period is used to build capacity at the WildlifeDivision. The agency needs an informative and interactive website to support the CITESe-permitting initiative. Also improvements must also be made to the current coresoftware environment so that it can fully support the operations of Wildlife within thecontext of the CITES requirements. With these solutions, the Wildlife Division willbenefit two-fold in that:

1. It will prepare the Data in Wildlife Trade Software for easy integration into theNational SWAPS2. It will increase the efficiency of operations and suffice the data extractionrequirements for CITES up until the SWAPS is implemented
6.2 Hardware Review

The following table shows the recommendations to address the improvements neededat the hardware level.
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System Current
Adequacy

Remarks

client workstations Yes/No Generally, the capacities of the desktops/laptops atthe Wildlife Division are adequate for currentoperations processing, however, depending on theresulting application architecture, someworkstations may require replacement due to wear.
networking No There is need for a new router to stabilise intranetconnectivity.
internet No To support an interactive public website, adequateinternet bandwidth will be required.
database server No The server has 8Gb of memory but it isrecommended that a new database server isestablished with greater capacity for offline storageand backup facilities. The current server can thenact as a backup to the new one.
application server No The distribution of the intranet and extranetversions of the CITES/non-CITES permitapplications will require a dedicated applicationserver to host the web services
web server No A web server is needed to isolate the web site andweb access services from the Wildlife Local AreaNetwork. It will support the online interface forCITES access to information.
firewall No A firewall is needed to provide optimal security foraccess to the website and for CITES Secretariat toextract data from the database

6.3 Software Improvement

The Wildlife Trade Software, while being sufficient to support the operations of theWildlife Division, needs to be upgraded to be able to fully support the datarequirements of CITES e-permitting process.In particular, the Performance Quota feature needs to be implemented to increaseefficiency in maintaining the Individual Quota.
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A website needs to be built for the agency to disseminate information on Wildlifepolicies and procedures for import/export, species and their classifications, theNational Quota. More importantly the website needs to feature an interactive elementfor secure sign-on by the CITES secretariat to access and monitor trade data throughweb services provided by the core database.
Among the 179 countries that are signatories to the CITES convention, there is a widevariety of stages of single window development. In light of this fact and ACTO’s currentinitiative to aid with the development of technical and institutional capacity to improvethe management and monitoring of the wildlife, it is believed that it is best to make aconcerted attempt to develop a standalone CITES application using the desired format.This application will be the stepping stone for any CITES Party towards single windowand it will reduce the individuality of software development endeavours towards thisend. In this regard, Guyana would be pleased to partner with ACTO in such a project.
In full SWAPS mode, it is the expectation that SWAPS will house all supporting controldata such as species definition and trade quotas. These will have exclusive access byWildlife authorities with extra security controls since such data will be considered asclassified. The international trade standards such as WCO, UN/CEFACT will be adopted.
6.4 Business Process Refinement

The Wildlife Division’s business processes are relatively and reasonably efficient wherepayments are generally made upfront. However, once the model for GeneralRecommendations at the National Level are applied to each process, there will beimmediate clarity of how each process can be improved. The agency will be expected tocontinuously refine their processes using this model and encourage commitment amongstaff and provide a supportive environment in which staff can learn to adapt to newprocedures.
Twelve of the twenty-four (or 50%) of the business processes documented are directlyrelated to the import/export Customs Declaration process in the form of pre-requisitelicence or permit. These processes should be prioritised as targets for improvement inthe interim and TO-BE phases where:

 the interim environment as the transition is being made from the current AS-ISProcess towards the TO-BE Process; and
 the TO-BE environment which is indicative of the mode of operation during theSWAPS environment.
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In full TO-BE mode, the Wildlife Division, is expected to operate like any other licencingagency and benefit from the SWAPS environment through electronic requests forapplications of commercial (export) licences and permits by traders in wildlife species.
The methods used to revise business processes are described below:
1. Describe the impact on the steps taken in each of the three phases with theirexceptions. Revisions are tracked to aid in visualising the changes among theprocesses. The table must show:a. The AS-IS state– the definition of basic path to completing steps in thecurrent business process;b. The Interim state– the single window approach to transition from the AS-ISProcess towards the TO-BE Process;c. The TO-BE state – the definition of basic path to completing business processsteps after the Single Window is implemented.d. Impact on:i. Participants and their interests – listing the individuals internal to theagency and their roles in completing the process;ii. Organisational Structure – listing the number of individuals per role;iii. Approximate total time for each state showing duration and numberof steps involved in completing the process.
The example in Annex II shows how a particular business process (1.13 Process
application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQ) ) can be reengineered for efficiency.
6.5 Training

The introduction of e-permitting for CITES and non-CITES permits will greatly effectchanges in the processes at the Wildlife Division in the strive to provide fair, consistentand timely services to all client wildlife traders.
Notwithstanding the fact that the Officers in the agency are fully adept at managing datapertaining to species, quotas, licences and permits, the version 2 CITES e-permittingtoolkit brings a new dimension to permit information management that significantlyextends the data structures that currently support the Wildlife Trade Software.
Therefore, consequent to the recommendation to pre-empt the implementation ofSWAPS with the development of a stand-alone e-permitting solution, is the immediate
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need to expedite a deep understanding of the critical elements of the CITES e-permittingtoolkit data structure to aid in the analysis work required when preparing the SoftwareRequirements Specification for the upgraded system. To this end, the following trainingprograms are being recommended:
 Technical training on the toolkit data structures and required e-permittingwebservices for IT personnel who will be associated with the project
 Capacity Building training for all technical staff of the Wildlife Division in orderfor Guyana to facilitate the adoption of international best practices whenproviding e-permitting services

7. Concluding Remarks

The Wildlife Division has been performing its licence and permit processing activities inan efficient manner notwithstanding the fact that wildlife traders have to visit theagency to have their licences and permits processed. There is evidence of continuouseffort to improve data management and efficiency in the provision of trade services toWildlife Traders over the last two years. These efforts have been fully supportedthrough the use of the Wildlife Trader Software which was acquired through the WorldWildlife Fund.
With the CITES e-permitting intervention, there is an expectation that each signatoryParty makes a special effort to provide support for the CITES Secretariat in their effortsto more efficiently monitor and control wildlife trade through electronic transfers ofdata. In this regard, the Wildlife Division is prepared and eager to institute changes toprovide the necessary support.
Even as Guyana will embark on its own national Single Window development, thisdocument reflects the position of the Wildlife Division with regards to its capacity andwillingness to pre-empt this initiative to make the next steps forward. These includeupgrading its software, revising its critical business processes and establishing awebsite to promote and facilitate wildlife trade through the delivery of electronic datato the CITES Secretariat data bases.
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Business Process Mapping for Wildlife Division

(BPM_WD)Overall Ministry/Entity Profile
BPM_WD Application and Processing of local and foreign trade related

transactions at Wildlife Division
Process
Area Name

Wildlife Division: Trade Unit
Description Responsible for the enforcement of the Species Protection Regulations Act of 1999 which issuperseded by the Wildlife Import and Export Bill 2011. “To regulate international trade of Guyana’s

wildlife and to enable Guyana to fulfil its obligations under the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, Washington, 1973”. The agency also monitors andcontrols the trading of wildlife species (CITES and non-CITES) and processes all import and exportlicencing, quality control and promotion of wildlife through the management of quotas for wildlifespecies. The Quota Subcommittee determines the allocation for each exporter. Quota that isretained is used to award extra quota throughout the year. Some species are not allocated asindividual quotas either because the total export quota is small or the species tend to be poorlyutilized.  Applications are made to the Head of the Wildlife Division for award of quota for thosespecies as needed on a case by case basis. In the case where species being traded is not allowed
for trade in the importing country, a note is made on the export permit which reclassifies the
document to serve dual purpose as a Certificate of Origin.

Objective  Monitor and control local trading of wildlife
 Monitor and control foreign trading of wildlife
 Establish standards to monitor holding premises for commercial exporters who are required tohouse animals destined for export
 Manage national and trader quotas for export
 Provide support for species that are governed by CITES requirements

Scope Process of applications for trading wildlife locally and internationally. Analysis of trade statistics.Protection of endangered species.
Business
Opportunity

To streamline and standardise the application, processing, notification, inspection, payment,approval and reporting so as to foster consistent and reliable approaches to handling Import andExport Permits for Wildlife Flora and Fauna. Unless otherwise explicitly described, the
procedures defined herein apply to both CITES and non-CITES species of wildlife.

Category BPM_WD
Business
Processes

1.1 Establish “NATIONAL LIST OF WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”
1.2 Establish “INDIVIDUAL LIST OF WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”
1.3 Establish “PERFORMANCE ALLOCATION QUOTA”
1.4 Process Request for EXTRA Quota
1.5 Process Request for WITHOUT INDIVIDUAL Quota (WIQ)
1.6 Process application for New Commercial Licence (independent application)
1.7 Process application for Renewal of Commercial Licence
1.8 Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘STOCK COUNT AND QUARANTINE PERIOD’
1.9 Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘LICENCING’
1.10 Process submission of monthly register of stock
1.11 Process application for New Commercial Export Licence (CEL)
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1.12 Process application for Renewal of Commercial Export Licence (CEL)
1.13 Process application for Commercial Export Permit/Certificate (HIQ)
1.14 Process application for Commercial Export Permit/Certificate (HIQE)
1.15 Process application for Commercial Export Permit/Certificate (WIQ)
1.16 Process application for Re-Export Permit/Certificate
1.17 Process application for Short Shipment
1.18 Process Request for Inspection and Health Certificate
1.19 Process application for Import Licence
1.20 Process Application for Import Permit
1.21 Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Departure
1.22 Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Arrival
1.23 Process Application for Import Permit for a Pet
1.24 Process Application for Export Permit/Certificate for a Pet

Business
Process
Types

Permit, Licence, Certification for wildlife species which includes both CITES and non-CITES species
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1.1 Establish “NATIONAL LIST OF WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.1
Business Process Name Establish “NATIONAL LIST OF WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”
Description To produce the national list of wildlife export quota which includes both CITES andnon-CITES species and shows the overall amount of a certain species that can betraded from Guyana within a year. All species authorized for commercial export areassigned an export quota for a set period (usually the license period which runs fromApril 4 of one year but will be aligned with the calendar year from 2014). The quotais set based on the recommendation of the Wildlife Scientific Authority. Once theWildlife Scientific Authority makes its determination, the recommendation is sent tothe Wildlife Management Authority for approval. Please note that non-detriment

findings is a requirement for all wildlife species in Guyana regardless of whether
classified as CITES or non-CITES

Main Business Functions 1. Processing2. Approval3. Notification
Definition 1. Head, WD reviews summary of exports for the previous five years2. Head, WD extracts the National Quota from the previous year(s) andcompares to the summaries3. Head WD prepares report showing proposed quota of species for tradefor submission to the Wildlife Scientific Authority(WSA)4. Chair WSA convenes meeting to conduct non-detriment findings  onspecies  for trade5. Chair WSA prepares recommendation for Wildlife national export quotato submit to the chair WMA6. Chair WSA presents recommendation to the Chair WMA for approval7. Chair, WMA (through consensus) accepts decision of the ScientificAuthority or alternatively sends back to the WSA for further review. TheHead WD is in attendance.8. Head WD finalises list in Microsoft Word/Excel9. Head WD inputs contents of the list in  Wildlife Trade Managementapplication10. Head WD informs Scientific Officer of completion by way verbal/email
Participants and their
interests

??
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Statistical summary of export for the last five years
Pre-Conditions Completion of export data for all species for the last five years
Starts When Head WD prepares summary of exports for previous five years
Stops When Head WD informs Scientific Officer by way verbal/email that the National Quota hasbeen completed
Exceptions For Step 5: WMA rejects the recommended quota. WMA reroutes to WSA with
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comments if necessary for further review
Post-Conditions Establish “INDIVIDUAL LIST WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.1_ Establish “NATIONAL LIST OFWILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”
1.2 Establish “INDIVIDUAL LIST OF WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.2
Business Process Name Establish “INDIVIDUAL WILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”
Description The approved national quota which includes CITES and non-CITES species is thenused to make the individual allocations to the wildlife exporters. The quotasubcommittee determines the allocation for each exporter. Some quota that isretained is used to award extra quota throughout the year. Some species are notallocated as individual quotas either because the total export quota is small or thespecies tend to be poorly utilized.
Main Business Functions 1. Processing2. Notification
Definition 1. Head, WD obtains individual default allocation for previous year2. Head, WD takes values from previous year and applies them as new yearallocations to update worksheet accordingly.3. Head WD uses the worksheet to update the Wildlife Software to reflect the newyear’s quota4. Head WD informs Scientific officer that the update has been completedsuccessfully
Participants and their
interests

??
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. National List of Wildlife Export Quota
Pre-Conditions Statistics on previous year individual allocation must be available and verified
Starts When Head, WD obtains previous year default allocation per Trader
Stops When Head, WD informs Scientific officer that the update has been completed successfully
Exceptions None
Post-Conditions None
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.1_ Establish “INDIVIDUAL LIST OFWILDLIFE EXPORT QUOTAS”
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1.3 Establish “PERFORMANCE ALLOCATION QUOTA”
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.3
Business Process Name Establish “PERFORMANCE ALLOCATION QUOTA”
Description To allocate an additional quota to individual Traders based on their tradingperformance over a specified number of years. This initiative is designed to rewardwildlife exported who excel in their trade activities and who invest in ensuring thattheir facilities are at a high standard.  In this system, exporters who meet thenecessary criteria will begin the trading year with larger export quotas than thedefault individual quota amount. Upon completion of this exercise, the National Quotathat is retained is used to award extra quota throughout the year
Main Business Functions 1. Processing2. Approval3. Notification
Definition 1. Head WD observes trade history data for each Trader2. Head WD collaborates with the Quota subcommittee for determination andapproval of individual performance allocation and updates worksheetaccordingly3. Head WD then uses worksheet to update Wildlife Trade Management applicationto add this amount to the individual quota to calculate the Total Quotaa. At this point there is some amount of quota still remaining in thenational Quota which will be given out as ‘extras’ as requiredb. For each Trader, three columns exist in a spreadsheet, individual quota(automatic carry forward amount), performance allocation, extra (asrequested). The software only carries two columns. Individual andPerformance amounts are summarised and represented as one figure4. Head WD informs Scientific officer that the update has been completedsuccessfully and prepares Individual quota sheets for the Exporters
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Previous year performance allocation2. Previous year usage statistics
Pre-Conditions None
Starts When Head WD observes trade history data for each Trader
Stops When Head WD informs Scientific officer that the update has been completed successfully
Exceptions None
Post-Conditions None
Relationships
Lifecycle
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.3_ Establish “PERFORMANCEALLOCATION QUOTA”
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1.4 Process Request for EXTRA Quota
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.4
Business Process Name Process Request for EXTRA Quota
Description The approved quota for each individual Trader is not the ultimate quota. A Tradermay make a request for ‘Extra’ quota to facilitate a greater demand for a species fortrade. The Extra Quota is valid for 6 months. If unused, it is reallocated to the NationalQuota.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition 1. Trader submits letter requesting extra allocation to the Head WD2. Head WD summarises all such requests in a spreadsheet and submit it to theQuota committee for review and decision3. Quota Committee has a meeting where the decision is made and minutes of themeeting reflect the decision made. The Head WD is also a member of theCommittee4. Head WD adjusts the summary in excel file accordingly based on decision,prepares the extras approval form on duplicate, assigns a reference number tothe request and the related approval forms.5. Head WD signs both copies and attaches the first one to the request and passesdocuments to the Secretary6. Secretary makes contact with the Trader to notify to uplift7. Trader visits WD and signs and passes documents back to Secretary.8. Secretary makes a copy of  the approval and passes the copy to the Trade Sectionand the original to the Trader so that he/she may to go the EPA Cashier Head topay 50% levy (of the 20%)9. Trader pays cashier and returns with receipt to the General Clerk, Tradedepartment10. General Clerk attaches copy of receipt to the approval form and brings thedocument over to Head WD for extras to be updated in the wildlife software11. Head WD, updates extras in the Wildlife Software, files away document withrequest, passes back copy extra quota approval for Trade to file away
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

None
Pre-Conditions None
Starts When Trader submits letter requesting extra allocation to the Head WD
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Stops When Head WD, updates extras in the Wildlife Software
Exceptions For Step 3: The Quota Committee can deny in full or part, the amount of extra quotarequested
Post-Conditions Trader can now proceed to apply for export permit given that there is extra quota toaccommodate the amount requested
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.4_Process Request for EXTRA Quota
1.5 Process Request for WITHOUT INDIVIDUAL Quota (WIQ)
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.5
Business Process Name Process Request for WITHOUT INDIVIDUAL Quota (WIQ)
Description There are Wildlife species for which it is not necessary to allocate predeterminedNational Quota. However, the Trader must make an ad hoc application for a quotaprior to making the application for a permit. The WIQ is valid for 6 months.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Processing3. Approval4. Notification
Definition 1. Trader submits letter to the Head WD requesting WIQ allocation2. Head WD bundles and summarises all WIQ requests in the quota spreadsheet andmakes a decision3. Head WD adjust the summary in spreadsheet accordingly based on the decisionmade, prepares the WIQ approval form in duplicate, assigns a reference numberto the request and the related approval forms.4. Head WD signs both copies and attaches the one to the request and passesdocuments to the Secretary and updates Wildlife Software5. Secretary makes contact with the Trader to uplift6. Trader signs document and uplifts approved WIQ form from the Secretary aftersigning the register.7. Secretary, files away WIQ approval document with request8. Secretary photocopies second copy and passes WIQ quota approval to TradeDepartment for filing
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

WIQ Approval form
Pre-Conditions None
Starts When Trader submits letter to Head WD requesting WIQ allocation
Stops When Trader signs document and uplifts approved WIQ form
Exceptions For Step 2: Head WD considers rejection in part of full of WIQ request. Trader is
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notified via telephone or letter.
Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to process application for permit
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.5_ Process Request for WITHOUTINDIVIDUAL Quota (WIQ)
1.6 Process application for New Commercial Licence (independent application)
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.6
Business Process Name Process application for New Commercial Licence (independent application)
Description An individual who wishes to trade wildlife species locally requires a CommercialLicence in order to perform any such transaction. This includes Trappers and Middleagents who provide stock for an Exporter. This is the procedure for a first timeapplication. The recent passing of the Wildlife Import and Export Bill 2011

resulted in this process being transferred to ownership by the Environmental
Protection Agency.

Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition 1. Potential Trader makes payment to EPA cashier and receives receipt2. Potential Trader (Business or Individual) submits signed application form forCommercial Licence with receipt and accompanying documents (national ID, TINcertificate, vehicle registration for vehicle to be used for transportation) to theSecretary in order for licence to be processed3. Secretary makes copy of the receipt and attaches it to the form and givesPotential Trader their copy of the receipt to return at a specified time4. Secretary submits the applications to the Head WD and notifies verbally that allapplications have been received after the closing date so that interviews to bescheduled5. Head WD, vets supporting documents6. Head WD schedules interview dates and notifies Secretary7. Secretary calls Potential Trader to notify of interview date.8. Potential Trader visits interview panel of Senior Staff for interview9. Senior Staff conducts interview and Potential Trader is told that they will becontacted10. Senior Staff makes decision on successful applicants and provides information toHead WD11. Head WD, completes the application forms by indicating recommendations forapproval or denial12. Head WD passes the application forms to the Secretary for the CommercialLicences to be prepared
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13. Secretary prepares the Commercial Licence and Denial Letters in MS Word usingthe stored templates and saves and prints the updated document.  (The Licencenumber generation is manual and not consecutive. Eg. HM/CE29/2013).14. Secretary bundles documents to be signed and passes them to the Chairman,WMA to be signed15. Chair WMA signs licences and passes back to the Secretary for distribution16. Secretary makes copies of licences and denial letters17. Secretary makes contact with Potential Trader to uplift Licence/Denial Letter andnotifies of payment amount and conditions for payment.18. Potential Trader makes payment and submits receipt to the Secretary19. Secretary records receipt number on licence and makes copy of receipt, ID andlicence, attaches copy of receipt to copy of licence, presents the CommercialLicence register to the Potential Trader for signing20. Potential Trader signs licence register and uplifts licence, original receipt andgeneral information package
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Commercial Licence application form
Pre-Conditions None
Starts When Potential Trader (Business or Individual) submits signed Commercial Licenceapplication form with receipt
Stops When Potential Trader signs licence register and uplifts licence, original receipt and generalinformation package
Exceptions For Step 5:If the Head, WD rejects the absence of or inadequacy of supporting documents, thenthe application is returned to the Trader for rectification
Post-Conditions Trader can now trade wildlife locally as a Trapper or Middleman
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.6_Process application for New CommercialLicence
1.7 Process application for Renewal of Commercial Licence
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.7
Business Process Name Process application for Renewal of Commercial Licence
Description A local trader of wildlife species who wishes to continue to trade in the new year,requires renewal of their Commercial Licence. The steps for this activity have beenrevised for 2014 to expedite the process. The recent passing of the Wildlife Import

and Export Bill 2011 resulted in this process being transferred to ownership by
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the Environmental Protection Agency.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition 1. Trader makes payment to EPA cashier and receives receipt2. Trader completes and submits Commercial Licence renewal form to theSecretary3. Secretary makes copy of the receipt and attaches it to the form.  Gives PotentialTrader their copy of the receipt to go away and bundles the applications4. Secretary notifies the Head WD verbally that all applications have been receivedafter the closing date for interviews to be scheduled5. Head WD reviews application along with performance statistics for the previousyear if applicable.6. Head WD, completes the application forms by indicating recommendations forapproval or denial7. Head WD passes the application forms to the Secretary for the CommercialLicences to be prepared8. Secretary prepares the Commercial Licence and Denial Letters in MS Word usingthe stored templates and saves and prints the updated document.  (The Licencenumber generation is manual and not consecutive. Eg. HM/CE29/2013).9. Secretary bundles documents to be signed and passes them to the Chairman,WMA to be signed10. Chair WMA signs licences and passes back to the Secretary for distribution11. Secretary makes copies of licences and denial letters12. Secretary makes contact with Potential Trader to uplift Licence/Denial Letter andnotifies of payment amount and conditions for payment.13. Trader makes payment and submits receipt to the Secretary14. Secretary records receipt number on licence and makes copy of receipt, ID andlicence, attaches copy of receipt to copy of licence, presents the CommercialLicence register to the Potential Trader for signing15. Trader signs licence register and uplifts licence
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments
Pre-Conditions Trader must have a Valid Commercial Licence that has expired
Starts When Trader completes and submits Commercial Licence renewal form to the GeneralClerk, Trade Department
Stops When Trader signs licence register and uplifts licence
Exceptions For Step 6: Head WD recommends denial of the renewal of the Commercial Licence
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Post-Conditions Trader is able to continue trading wildlife species locally
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.7_Process application for Renewal ofCommercial Licence

1.8 Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘STOCK COUNT AND
QUARANTINE PERIOD’

Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.8
Business Process Name Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘STOCK COUNT AND QUARANTINEPERIOD’
Description Each Month a Monitoring Officer visits the Holding Station for each CommercialWildlife Exporter for the purpose of monitoring stock to reconcile with inventoryheld at WD and to ensure that the Quarantine period for species to be traded isupheld for shipment. It is not a requirement to notify the Trader beforehand aboutthe visit but the Trader is also required to submit a monthly register of stock to beused as the source for reconciliation
Main Business Functions 1. Processing2. Notification
Definition 1. Monitoring Officer observes schedule for monthly stock count based on SPR andplans visits for first week in the month.2. Monitoring Officer obtains physical stock count form and updates it with dateand site to be visited and proceeds to site as per schedule3. Monitoring Officer performs physical count of each species and records on theform the date and location where the counting took place4. Monitoring Officer returns to the office to complete reconciliation of stock on theform against the Monthly Stock Register which was submitted by the Trader5. Monitoring Officer files documents until Trader requests a Health Certificate
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Monthly Stock Register2. Physical Stock Count form
Pre-Conditions None
Starts When Monitoring Officer observes schedule for monthly stock count
Stops When Monitoring Officer files documents away until Trader requests a Health Certificate ornext visit
Exceptions For Step 4:
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1. If amount does not reconcile, bring to the attention of the Admin Officer2. Admin Officer contacts Trader by phone for explanation and advise and to sendin supplementary register with explanations.a) If there are more species, then the date of acquisition will determine the newquarantine period.b) If there are less species, then an explanation must be provided.3. The Trader is required to send in a supplementary register with theseexplanations for the difference(s)
Post-Conditions Trader is able to export species that have been monitored and successfully held forthe quarantine period
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.8_Process Inspection of Wildlife HoldingStation for ‘STOCK COUNT AND QUARANTINE PERIOD’
1.9 Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘LICENCING’
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.9
Business Process Name Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘LICENCING’
Description The processing of an application for a Commercial Export Licence requires theacquisition of a Holding Station Licence which authorises Commercial Exporters tohouse animals destined for export.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Processing3. Approval4. Notification
Definition 1. Head, WMA and Veterinary Officer develops schedule  for site Holding Stationvisit2. Head, WMA contacts the Potential Trader to schedule site Holding Station visitfor licencing purposes3. Veterinary Officer visits the site and use the inspection criteria to evaluate thestate of the premises with regards to sanitation, full time staff and adequatespace for species intended to be stocked.4. Veterinary Officer returns to the WD to complete the inspection form and to signthe questionnaire5. Veterinary Officer informs the Potential Trader verbally of successful Inspection

6. Veterinary Officer passes the inspection documents to the Head WD along withan email to inform about the points gained for approval and to recommend thecontinuation of the process of licensing
7. The Head WD tables the report at the next meeting of the WMA

Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
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Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Holding Station Application form2. ‘Inspection of Holding Premises for the Purpose of Licencing’ form
Pre-Conditions Potential Trader has made a new application for Commercial Export Licence
Starts When Head, WMA and Veterinary Officer develops schedule  for site Holding Station visit
Stops When Veterinary Officer presents the conclusion of the state of readiness of the HoldingStation
Exceptions For Step 5:a) The Trader is notified by the Veterinary Officer of the shortcomings of theHolding Stationb) The Trader is asked to rectify and notify WD for another inspection to bescheduled
Post-Conditions Trader application process for the Commercial Export Licence can continue
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.9_Process Inspection of Wildlife HoldingStation for ‘LICENCING’
1.10 Process submission of monthly register of stock
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.10
Business Process Name Process submission of monthly register of stock
Description Once per month, the WD Monitoring Officers receive inventory submissions from theTraders with Holding Stations. The Monitoring Officers also visit Holding Stations tocarry out independent stock taking and confirmation of quarantining. This processidentifies the steps taken to ensure that there is perpetual reconciliation of speciesheld at the Holding Station against the inventories held at WD.
Main Business Functions 1. Processing2. Notification
Definition 1. Monitoring Officer receives the Register of Stock from the Trader

2. Monitoring Officer uses the figures submitted to update internal Stock Sheet withmovements during the month (stock added to or removed from the HoldingStation
3. Monitoring Officer uses the sheet to compare with stock counts extracted as perprocess “Process Inspection of Wildlife Holding Station for ‘STOCK COUNT ANDQUARANTINE PERIOD’”
4. The updated stock sheet is then stored for future reference

Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

3. Monthly Stock Register
Pre-Conditions Potential Trader has submitted the monthly register of stock with explanations of
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movements
Starts When Monitoring Officer receives the stock register from the Trader
Stops When The updated stock register is stored for future reference
Exceptions For Step 4:a) If the WD stock is different from that of the Holding Station for a particularspecies, then the Trader is requested verbally to submit an explanation inwriting.b) If the explanation is not satisfactory, then the matter is referred to the AdminOfficer
Post-Conditions None
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.10_Process submission of monthly registerof stock
1.11 Process application for New Commercial Export Licence (CEL)
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.11
Business Process Name Process application for New Commercial Export Licence(CEL)
Description The Commercial Export Licence allows a Wildlife Trader to trade species abroad. It isvalid for one year.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition 1. Potential Trader presents Commercial Export Licence application withsupporting floor plan for Holding Station approved by NDC, to the VeterinaryOfficer2. Veterinary Officer vets floor plan and evaluates against SPR (can reject forfurther enhancement)3. Veterinary Officer advises Potential Trader to build Holding Station4. Trader notifies Veterinary Officer that Holding Station is ready5. Veterinary Officer performs the process named “Process Inspection of WildlifeHolding Station for ‘LICENCING’”6. Head WD consolidates findings in a spreadsheet and makes presentation toChairman, WMA in a scheduled Board Meeting where the Board minutes will beprovided to confirm acceptance of recommendation7. Head WD inform Trader through Secretary to apply for Commercial ExportLicence8. Potential Trader makes payment to EPA cashier and receives receipt9. Potential Trader submits signed application form for Commercial Export Licenceand Holding Station Licence with receipt and accompanying documents (national
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ID, TIN certificate, vehicle registration for vehicle to be used for transportation.In the case of business or company, business registration, articles ofincorporation, notice of directors, secretary, registered office, list of currentassets ) to the Secretary in order for licences to be processed10. Secretary makes copy of the receipt and attaches it to the Commercial ExportLicence application form and vets supporting documents.  Gives Potential Traderhis copy of the receipt to go away11. Secretary notifies the Head WD verbally that all applications have been receivedfor the advertised period after the closing date for interviews to be scheduled12. Head, WD schedules interview dates and notifies Secretary13. Secretary calls to notify Potential Trader of interview date.14. Potential Trader comes to panel of Senior Staff for interview15. Head, WD in consultation with Senior Staff conducts interview and PotentialTrader goes away16. Head, WD in consultation with Senior Staff makes recommendations onapplicants17. Head WD, completes the application forms with recommendation for approval ordenial18. Head WD tables recommendations at the next meeting of the WildlifeManagement Authority19. Secretary prepares the Commercial Licence and Denial Letters in MS Word, basedon the WMA decisions, using the stored templates and stores the updateddocument and prints.  (Licence number generation is manual and not consecutiveHM/CE29/2013)20. Secretary bundles documents to be signed and passes them to the Chairman,WMA to be signed21. Chair WMA signs licences and passes back to the Secretary for distribution22. Secretary makes two copies of licences and letters23. Secretary makes contact with Potential Trader to uplift Licence/Denial Letter andnotifies of payment amount and conditions for payment.24. Potential Trader makes payment and submits receipt to the Secretary25. Secretary records receipt number on licence and makes copy of receipt and IDand licence, attaches copy of receipt to copy of licence, presents the licenceregister to the Potential Trader for signing26. Potential Trader signs licence register and uplifts Commercial Export Licencewith original receipt and general information package with individual quotasheet
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Holding Station Application form2. ‘Inspection of Holding Premises for the Purpose of Licencing’ form3. Commercial Export Application Form
Pre-Conditions 1. Potential Trader makes inquiry into requirements for Commercial and holdingStations Licence with Veterinary Officer
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2. Veterinary Officer provides SPR and Holding Station Application form to the Traderand advises of requirements
Starts When Potential Trader presents Commercial Export Licence application with supportingfloor plan for Holding Station approved by NDC, to the Veterinary Officer
Stops When Potential Trader signs licence register and uplifts Commercial Export Licence
Exceptions For Step 6: Head WD verbally informs Trader of shortcomings in the supportingdocuments to the application
Post-Conditions Trader is now able to export wildlife species
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.11_Process application for NewCommercial Export Licence(CEL)
1.12 Process application for Renewal of Commercial Export Licence (CEL)
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.12
Business Process Name Process application for Renewal of Commercial Export Licence(CEL)
Description The Commercial Export Licence is valid for one year. This process seeks to representthe renewal process for this licence to remain valid for another year after the firstyear has expired. The renewal process does not require submission of supportingdocuments. Instead, the Trader is required to sign the declaration section of theapplication form which states that source documents previously submitted are stillvalid.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition 1. Trader presents renewal application and fee to Finance Unit and collects receipt.2. Trader submits to the Secretary, signed application form for Commercial ExportLicence and Holding Station Licence with receipt.3. Secretary notifies the Head WD and Veterinary Officer verbally that allapplications have been received for the advertised period after the closing datefor interviews to be scheduled4. Veterinary Officer prepares inspection schedule in consultation with Head WD.5. Veterinary Officer performs the process named “Process Inspection of WildlifeHolding Station for ‘LICENCING’”6. Head WD, completes the application forms with recommendation for approval ordenial.7. Head WD consolidates findings in a spreadsheet and makes presentation toChairman, WMA in a scheduled Board Meeting where the Board minutes will beprovided to confirm acceptance of recommendation8. Secretary prepares the Commercial Export Licence and Denial Letters in MS
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Word, based on the WMA decisions, using the stored templates and stores theupdated document and prints.  (Licence number generation is manual and notconsecutive HM/CE29/2013)9. Secretary bundles documents to be signed and passes them to the Chairman,WMA to be signed10. Chair WMA signs licences and passes back to the Secretary for distribution11. Secretary makes two copies of licences and letters12. Secretary makes contact with Trader to uplift Licence/Denial Letter and notifiesof payment amount and conditions for payment.13. Trader makes payment and submits receipt to the Secretary14. Secretary records receipt number on licence and makes copy of receipt and IDand licence, attaches copy of receipt to copy of licence, presents the licenceregister to the Trader for signing15. Trader signs licence register and uplifts Commercial Export Licence with originalreceipt and general information package with individual quota sheet
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Holding Station Application form2. ‘Inspection of Holding Premises for the Purpose of Licencing’ form3. Commercial Export Licence Application Form
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader is a holder of an expired Commercial Export Licence
Starts When Trader presents Commercial Export Licence application to the Veterinary Officer inorder to start the renewal process
Stops When Trader signs licence register and uplifts Commercial Export Licence
Exceptions For Step 7: Head WD verbally informs Trader of shortcomings in the supportingdocuments to the application
Post-Conditions Trader is now able to continue to export wildlife species
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.12_Process application for Renewal ofCommercial Export Licence(CEL)
1.13 Process application for Commercial Export Permit/Certificate (HIQ)
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.13
Business Process Name Process application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQ)
Description After the Commercial Export Licence has been granted, the Trader requires aCommercial Export Permit to authorise each consignment of wildlife destined forexport. This process deals with a request for export when the Trader Has an

Individual Quota (HIQ) amount available to be drawn upon for the species intended
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for the export.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition 1. Trader lodges 4 copies of an invoice and C-72 Customs Declaration with theGeneral Clerk (Typist Clerk) for processing to start2. General Clerk registers submission (date and number) in the Lodge Book forinvoices and passes the book for the Trader to sign. A number is assigned to thelodgement from the book sequence3. Trader signs Lodge Book and returns the book to the General Clerk4. General Clerk bundles documents for processing within 72 hours5. General Clerk vets for Trader’s licence, whether species on invoice areCITES/non-CITES classification, number of copies, authenticity, legible/validspelling of name and address for Foreign Trader. Compare species

amounts/numbers requested by the exporter with remaining balance of individual
quota. Check for ban on wild birds commercial trade (Hong Kong, US, etc..) – 1day6. General Clerk creates, prints and stamps the Export permit record (Referred to as“pre-CITES” for CITES species and “preliminary copy” for non-CITES species)using Wildlife Trade Management software.7. Deliver the preliminary permit document to the Trader or keep it in the file alongwith the invoice and declaration.8. Trader returns to General Clerk to confirm any changes and to notify GeneralClerk that the final copy should be printed9. General Clerk updates system to prepare for final printing. For non-CITESspecies, the workflow in the Wildlife Management Software iscreate→process→print. For CITES species the workflow is create→add CITES
security stamp number→process→print.

10. General Clerk prints permit and applies date stamp. See main report for CITES
permit printing requirements.11. General Clerk stamps four copies of declaration with wildlife date stamp, affixessignature to the date stamp and takes permit to Head WD for signature12. Head WD signs permits, non-CITES once and CITES twice, signs the C72 formsand passes them back to the General Clerk13. General Clerk makes contact with Trader for permit signing to take place14. Trader signs permit and returns permit to the General Clerk15. General Clerk makes three copies of the permit16. General Clerk takes the four invoices apart. 1st copy of permits is attached to oneinvoice for the EPA. 2nd copy of permit is attached for Trade. 3rd copy of permits(grey) is attached for the Trader and given to them to make payment. Theoriginal set is kept in the Trade Department until the General Clerk is ready tohand over to Admin Officer for further processing.17. General Clerk gives Trader one set to make payment (grey set)18. Trader makes payment and returns receipt to the General Clerk
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19. General Clerk writes receipt number date and amount on the triplicate of theprinted permits. The receipt is photocopied and attached to the duplicate set(green) and stored in the payment file.20. General Clerk returns the original copy of receipt to Trader and presents the blue
set to the Trader and requests for him to sign in the appropriate Log Book forPRINTED permits (Separate books for CITES/non-CITES).21. Trader signs the log book and leaves with his copy of the permit22. General Clerk enters into the Log Book for PAID permits (both CITES/non-CITES)permits, permit reference number, date, name of Trader, CITES/non-CITESnumber, destination, signature of person issuing permit, signature of personreceiving23. General Clerk signs as Issuer and takes the book with the original documents tothe Admin officer who signs as Receiver.

Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Invoice2. Declaration
Pre-Conditions Trader prepares consignment of species to be shipped and supporting documentation
Starts When Trader submits shipping documentation
Stops When General Clerk takes original processed documents to the Admin Officer
Exceptions For Step 5: If inconsistencies/errors are found theni. Make note of issue(s) on invoice in pencil…query balance, address,species not availableii. If Trader does not call or show within 72hrs, then call to inform aboutstate of application.For Step 8: If changes are to be made and no payment has been made:i. Trader has to write letter requesting changea. (if it is a number, then manually change on invoice and initialchange. Corresponding declaration changes will be made atcustoms. General Clerk updates system.b. If importer is changed then Trader needs to lodge newdocuments, General Clerk updates system, reprint preliminarycopy)
Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.13_Process application for CommercialExport Permit (HIQ)
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1.14 Process application for Commercial Export Permit/Certificate (HIQE)
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.14
Business Process Name Process application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQE)
Description After the Commercial Export Licence has been granted, the Trader requires aCommercial Export Permit to authorise each consignment of wildlife destined forexport. This process deals with a request for export when the Trader Has an

Individual Quota amount with Extra allocation (HIQE) allotted/available to bedrawn upon for the species intended for the export. This process is appliedspecifically to the use of the Extra amount.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition 1. Trader lodges 4 copies of an invoice and C-72 Customs Declaration with theGeneral Clerk (Typist Clerk) for processing to start2. General Clerk registers submission (date and number) in the Lodge Book forinvoices and passes the book for the Trader to sign. A number is assigned to thelodgement from the book sequence3. Trader signs Lodge Book and returns the book to the General Clerk4. General Clerk bundles documents for processing within 72 hours and obtainscommitment from the Trader to make payment after preliminary copies areprepared5. Trader makes payment of the first 50% of the levy which is non-refundable toEPA6. Trader presents the receipt to the General Clerk. General Clerk checks to ensurethat the approval is valid and that the payment made was within the approvedperiod (1 month after the date of approval).7. General Clerk makes a photocopy of the receipt and attaches this copy to the copyof the Trader’s approval letter8. General Clerk submits the copy of the receipt and the approval letter to the HeadWD for update of the software to be made9. Head WD enters and verifies the values into the Trader’s Individual Quota andreturns the documents to the General Clerk who files it in the Extras and WIQ file.10. General Clerk vets for Trader’s licence, whether species on invoice areCITES/non-CITES classification, number of copies, authenticity, legible/validspelling of name and address for Foreign Trader. Compare species numbersrequested by the exporter with remaining balance of individual quota. Check forban on wild birds commercial trade (Hong Kong, US, etc..) – 1day11. General Clerk creates, prints and stamps the Export permit record (Referred to as“pre-CITES” for CITES species and “preliminary copy” for non-CITES species )using Wildlife Trade Management software. General Clerk writes on 2 of the fourinvoices the reference number and the number of species that are being used
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from the approval. General Clerk also includes any other reference numbers fromprevious approvals, the name of the species and the number of species if needed.General Clerk writes on the approval letter next to each species approved, thenumber and the permit number on which they were placed .12. General Clerk delivers the preliminary permit document to the Trader or keeps itin the file along with the invoice and declaration.13. Trader returns to General Clerk to confirm any changes and to notify GeneralClerk that the final copy should be printed14. General Clerk updates system to prepare for final printing. For non-CITESspecies, the workflow in the Wildlife Management Software iscreate
security stamp number→process→print.	

15. General Clerk prints permit and applies date stamp. General Clerk writes thereference number of the approval on the triplicate and takes Non-CITES/CITESpermit taken to Head for signature. See main report for CITES permit printing
requirements.16. General Clerk stamps four copies of declaration with wildlife date stamp, affixessignature to the date stamp and takes permit to Head WD for signature17. Head WD signs permits, non-CITES once and CITES twice, signs the C72 formsand passes them back to the General Clerk18. General Clerk makes contact with Trader for permit signing to take place19. Trader signs permit and returns permit to the General Clerk20. General Clerk makes three copies of the permit21. General Clerk takes the four invoices apart. 1st copy of permits is attached to oneinvoice for the EPA.  2nd copy of permit is attached for Trade. 3rd copy ofpermits(grey) is attached for the Trader and given to them to make payment. Theoriginal set is kept in the Trade Department until the General Clerk is ready tohand over to Admin Officer for further processing.22. General Clerk gives Trader one set to make payment (grey set)23. Trader makes payment and returns receipt to the General Clerk24. General Clerk writes receipt number date and amount on the triplicate of theprinted permits. The receipt is photocopied and attached to the duplicate set(green) and stored in the payment file.25. General Clerk returns the original copy of receipt to Trader and presents the blue
set to the Trader and requests for him to sign in the appropriate Log Book forPRINTED permits (Separate books for CITES/non-CITES).26. Trader signs the log book and leaves with his copy of the permit27. General Clerk enters into the Log Book for PAID permits (both CITES/non-CITES)permits, permit reference number, date, name of Trader, CITES/non-CITESnumber, destination, signature of person issuing permit, signature of personreceiving28. General Clerk signs as Issuer and takes the book with the original documents tothe Admin officer who signs as Receiver.

Participants and their
interests
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Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

3. Invoice4. Declaration
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader prepares consignment of species to be shipped and supportingdocumentation2. Invoices must represent species that Have Individual quota separate fromspecies Have Individual Quota with Extra…Reference for extra quota documentmust be placed on the bottom of the invoice
Starts When Trader submits shipping documentation
Stops When General Clerk takes original processed documents to the Admin Officer
Exceptions For Step 5: If inconsistencies/errors are found theni. Check the reference number (s) written on the invoice against thosestored in the Extras and WIQ file and makes corrections if needed.ii. Make note of issue(s) on invoice in pencil…query balance, address,species not availableiii. If Trader does not call or show within 72hrs, then call to inform aboutstate of application.For Step 8: If changes are to be made and no payment has been made:i. Trader has to write letter requesting changea. (if it is a number, then manually change on invoice and initialchange. Corresponding declaration changes will be made atcustoms. General Clerk updates system.b. If importer is changed then Trader needs to lodge newdocuments, General Clerk updates system, reprint preliminarycopy)
Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.14_Process application for CommercialExport Permit (HIQE)
1.15 Process application for Commercial Export Permit/Certificate (WIQ)
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.15
Business Process Name Process application for Commercial Export Permit (WIQ)
Description After the Commercial Export Licence has been granted, the Trader requires aCommercial Export Permit to authorise each consignment of wildlife destined forexport. This process deals with a request for export when the Trader is Without anIndividual Quota (WIQ) amount allotted/available to be drawn upon for the speciesintended for the export.
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Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition 1. Trader lodges 4 copies of an invoice, C-72 Customs Declaration, WIQ ApprovalForm with the General Clerk (Typist Clerk) for processing to start2. General Clerk registers submission (date and number) in the Lodge Book forinvoices and passes the book for the Trader to sign. A number is assigned to thelodgement from the book sequence3. Trader signs Lodge Book and returns the book to the General Clerk4. General Clerk bundles documents for processing within 72 hours and notifiesTrader to make payment5. Trader makes payment of the first 50% of the levy which is non-refundable toEPA6. Trader presents the receipt to the General Clerk. General Clerk checks to ensurethat the approval is valid and that the payment made was within the approvedperiod (1 month after the date of approval).7. General Clerk makes a photocopy of the receipt and attaches this copy to the copyof the Trader’s approval letter8. General Clerk submits the copy of the receipt and the approval letter to the HeadWD for update of the software to be made9. Head WD enters and verifies the values into the Trader’s Individual Quota andreturns the documents to the General Clerk who files it in the Extras and WIQ file10. General Clerk vets for Trader’s licence, whether species on invoice areCITES/non-CITES classification, number of copies, authenticity, legible/validspelling of name and address for Foreign Trader. Compare species numbersrequested by the exporter with remaining balance of WIQ quota. Check for banon wild birds commercial trade (Hong Kong, US, etc..) – 1day11. General Clerk creates, prints and stamps the Export permit record (Referred to as“pre-CITES” for CITES species and “preliminary copy” for non-CITES species)using Wildlife Trade Management software.12. General Clerk writes on 2 of the four invoices the reference number and thenumber of species that are being used from the approval. General Clerk alsoincludes any other reference numbers from previous approvals, the name of thespecies and the number of species if needed.13. General Clerk writes on the approval letter next to each species approved, thenumber and the permit number on which they were placed.14. Deliver the preliminary permit document to the Trader or keep it in the file alongwith the invoice and declaration.15. Trader returns to General Clerk to confirm any changes and to notify GeneralClerk that the final copy should be printed16. General Clerk updates system to prepare for final printing. For non-CITESspecies, the workflow in the Wildlife Management Software iscreate

security stamp number→process→print.	
17. General Clerk prints permit and applies date stamp. General Clerk writes the
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reference number of the approval on the triplicate and takes Non-CITES/CITESpermit taken to Head for signature. See main report for CITES permit printing
requirements.18. General Clerk stamps four copies of declaration with wildlife date stamp, affixessignature to the date stamp and takes permit to Head WD for signature19. Head WD signs permits, non-CITES once and CITES twice, signs the C72 formsand passes them back to the General Clerk20. General Clerk makes contact with Trader for permit signing to take place21. Trader signs permit and returns permit to the General Clerk22. General Clerk makes three copies of the permit23. General Clerk takes the four invoices apart. 1st copy of permits is attached to oneinvoice for the EPA.  2nd copy of permit is attached for Trade. 3rd copy ofpermits(grey) is attached for the Trader and given to them to make payment. Theoriginal set is kept in the Trade Department until the General Clerk is ready tohand over to Admin Officer for further processing.24. General Clerk gives Trader one set to make payment (grey set)25. Trader makes payment and returns receipt to the General Clerk26. General Clerk writes receipt number date and amount on the triplicate of theprinted permits. The receipt is photocopied and attached to the duplicate set(green) and stored in the payment file.27. General Clerk returns the original copy of receipt to Trader and presents the blue
set to the Trader and requests for him to sign in the appropriate Log Book forPRINTED permits (Separate books for CITES/non-CITES).28. Trader signs the log book and leaves with his copy of the permit29. General Clerk enters into the Log Book for PAID permits (both CITES/non-CITES)permits, permit reference number, date, name of Trader, CITES/non-CITESnumber, destination, signature of person issuing permit, signature of personreceiving30. General Clerk signs as Issuer and takes the book with the original documents tothe Admin officer who signs as Receiver.

Participants and their
interests

??
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Invoice2. Declaration3. WIQ Approval Form
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader prepares consignment of species to be shipped and supportingdocumentation2. Invoices must represent species that Have Individual quota separate fromspecies Without Individual Quota… Reference for WIQ species document must beplaced on the bottom of the invoice
Starts When Trader submits shipping documentation
Stops When General Clerk takes original processed documents to the Admin Officer
Exceptions For Step 5: If inconsistencies/errors are found then
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i. Check the reference number (s) written on the invoice against thosestored in the Extras and WIQ file and makes corrections if needed.ii. Make note of issue(s) on invoice in pencil…query balance, address,species not availableiii. If Trader does not call or show within 72hrs, then call to inform aboutstate of application.For Step 8: If changes are to be made and no payment has been made:i. Trader has to write letter requesting changea. (if it is a number, then manually change on invoice and initialchange. Corresponding declaration changes will be made atcustoms. General Clerk updates system.b. If importer is changed then Trader needs to lodge newdocuments, General Clerk updates system, reprint preliminarycopy)
Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.15_Process application for CommercialExport Permit (WIQ)
1.16 Process application for Re-Export Permit/Certificate
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.16
Business Process Name Process application for Re-Export Permit
Description This process defines the steps to obtain a permit for the export of a consignment ofspecies that were temporarily imported
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment?3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition

Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader prepares consignment of species to be shipped and supportingdocumentation2. Trader presents the import shipping documents
Starts When Trader submits export shipping documentation along with previous temporaryimport shipping documents
Stops When
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Exceptions

Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.16_Process application for Re-ExportPermit
1.17 Process application for Short Shipment
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.17
Business Process Name Process application for Short Shipment
Description This process defines the steps to continue the process of shipping a consignment thathas been short shipped. I.e. there was a partial exportation of the consignment whereCustoms provided a Short-shipment Certificate to the Trader as verification. WildlifeDivision uses the Short-shipment Certificate as the basis for processing the exportpermit(s) using the Wildlife Trade Management software.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Processing3. Approval4. Notification
Definition 1. Trader lodges documents with the General Clerk (Typist Clerk) for processing tostart (4copies of an invoice and C-72 Customs Declaration and a copy of theShort-Shipment Certificate)2. General Clerk registers submission (date and number) in the Lodge Book forinvoices and passes the book for the Trader to sign. A number is assigned to thelodgement from the book sequence3. Trader signs Lodge Book and returns the book to the General Clerk4. General Clerk bundles documents for processing within 72 hours5. General Clerk vets for Trader’s licence, determine whether species on invoice areCITES/non-CITES classification, copies, authenticity, legible/valid/correctspelling of name and  address for foreign Trader. Compare species numbersrequested by the exporter with individual quota balance. Check for ban on wildbirds commercial trade (Hong Kong, US, etc.).6. General Clerk retrieves copies of receipt and paid permits from the Payment Fileand writes the receipt number, date of payment and or reference number(s) onthe Short-Shipment Certificate.7. General Clerk retrieves the copy of the printed permits (including receipts andinvoices) and compares this with the permit stored in the Wildlife Software todetermine whether or not the necessary adjustments were already made to thespecies in the software.8. General Clerk creates, prints and stamps the Export permit record (Referred to as“pre-CITES” for CITES species and “preliminary copy” for non-CITES species)using Wildlife Trade Management software.9. General Clerk writes the new permit number, date of creation and or referencenumber on the Short-Shipment Certificate in order to present it to the Trader.
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10. Trader returns to General Clerk to confirm any changes and to advise GeneralClerk that final copy should be printed11. General Clerk updates system to prepare for final printing. For non-CITESspecies, the workflow in the Wildlife Management Software iscreatesecurity stamp number→process→print.	12. General Clerk prints permit and applies date stamp. See main report for CITESpermit printing requirements.13. General Clerk writes the Short-Shipment Certificate number and the initialreceipt number and date of payment on the triplicate of the permit.14. General Clerk stamps four copies of declaration with wildlife date stamp, affixessignature to the date stamp and takes permit to Head WD for signature15. Head WD signs permits, non-CITES once and CITES twice, signs the C72 formsand passes them back to the General Clerk16. General Clerk makes contact with Trader for permit signing to take place17. Trader or agent signs permit and returns permit18. General Clerk makes three copies of the permit and one copy of the Short-Shipment Certificate19. General Clerk takes the four invoices apart. 1st copy of permits is and copy ofShort Shipment Transaction Form attached to one invoice for the EPA.  2nd copyof permit with original of Short Shipment Transaction Form is attached for Trade.3rd copy of permits(grey) is attached for the Trader and given to them to makepayment. The original set is kept in the Trade Department until the General Clerkis ready to hand over to Admin Officer for further processing.20. General Clerk gives Trader one set to submit to the EPA21. Trader makes submission and  returns with the Short-Shipment TransactionForm to the General Clerk22. General Clerk attaches the Short-Shipment Transaction Form to the duplicate forTrade.23. General Clerk returns the original copy of receipt to Trader and presents the blueset to the Trader and requests for him to sign in the appropriate Log Book forPRINTED permits (Separate books for CITES/non-CITES).24. Trader signs the log book and leaves with his copy of the permit25. General Clerk enters into the Log Book for PAID permits (both CITES/non-CITES)permits, permit reference number, date, name of Trader, CITES/non-CITESnumber, destination, signature of person issuing permit, signature of personreceiving26. General Clerk signs as Issuer and takes the book with the original documents tothe Admin officer who signs as Receiver.
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Invoice2. Declaration3. Short Shipment Certificate
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader prepares consignment of species to be shipped and supportingdocumentation
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Starts When Trader submits export shipping documentation with Short Shipment Certificate
Stops When General Clerk takes original processed documents to the Admin Officer
Exceptions For Step 5: If inconsistencies/errors are found theni. For Extras and WIQ Check the reference number (s) written on theinvoice against those stored in the Extras and WIQ file and makescorrections if needed, otherwise check for amounts being recorded forthe consignment in the Wildlife Software.ii. Make note of issue(s) on invoice in pencil…query balance, address,species not availableiii. If Trader does not call or show within 72hrs, then call to inform aboutstate of application.For Step 7:i. If adjustments are to be made the General Clerk takes the Short-Shipment Certificate to the Head WD for the adjustment to be made.For Step 10:i. Trader is notified of inconsistencies and is requested to write a letterrequesting change (if number, then fine, manually change on invoice andinitial change, declaration changes will be made at customs.ii. GC updates system and reprints preliminary copy
Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.17_Process application for Re-ExportPermit
1.18 Process Request for Inspection and Health Certificate
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.18
Business Process Name Process Request for Inspection and Health Certificate
Description This process defines the steps to ensure that the consignment of species destined forexport is deemed healthy by a GLDA (Guyana Livestock Development Agency) HealthInspector through the provision of a Health Certificate.
Main Business Functions 1. Notification2. Processing3. Approval
Definition 1. Trader submits health inspection request to Secretary.2. Secretary passes inspection request to the Monitoring Officers for verification.3. Monitoring Officer indicates on the permit copies whether stocks are in stationand have been held for the required period and passes Health Inspection requestand documents to the Veterinary Officer, GLDA.4. Veterinary Officer, GLDA conducts inspection and issues Health Certificate to
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Trader.
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Health Inspection Request2. Copies of Permit
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader prepares consignment of species to be shipped with supportingdocumentation
Starts When Trader submits health inspection request
Stops When Health Inspector provides Health Certificate for consignment
Exceptions

Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.18_Process Request for Inspection andHealth Certificate
1.19 Process application for Import Licence
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.19
Business Process Name Process application for Import Licence
Description The Import Licence allows a trader to import wildlife species into Guyana. It is validfor one year.
Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Processing3. Approval4. Notification
Definition 1. Potential Trader presents application and fee to Finance Unit, EPA and collectsreceipt.2. Potential Trader submits signed application form for Commercial ImportationLicence with receipt to the Head WD.3. Head WD bundles applications and submits to Chairman, WSA for review andrecommendations.4. Chairperson, WSA creates report with recommendations which is tabled at thenext meeting of WMA.5. Chairperson, WMA makes decision on import licence application and passes theresults to the Secretary.6. Secretary prepares licences and denial letters for signature by the Chairman,WMA.7. Chairman, WMA signs the licences and letters and passes them back to theSecretary for distribution.8. Secretary makes copies of the licences and letters9. Secretary makes contact with Potential Trader to uplift Licence/Denial letter andnotifies of payment amount and conditions for payment.
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10. Potential Trader makes payment and submits receipt to the Secretary11. Secretary records receipt number on licence and makes copy of receipt, ID andlicence, attaches copy of receipt to copy of licence and presents the licenceregister to the Potential Trader for signing.12. Potential Trader signs licence register and uplifts licence with original receiptand general information package.
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Import Licence Application Form
Pre-Conditions

Starts When Trader presents import shipping documents to the General Clerk, Trade Department
Stops When Trader signs Licence register and uplifts Import Licence
Exceptions

Post-Conditions Trader is now able to import wildlife species
Relationships

Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.19_Process application for Import Licence
1.20 Process Application for Import Permit
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.20
Business Process Name Process Application for Import Permit
Description After the Import Licence has been granted, the Trader requires an Import Permit toauthorise each consignment of wildlife destined for entry into Guyana.
Main Business Functions 1. Notification2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval
Definition 1. Trader make a request to Head, WD for Import Permit using the Import Permitapplication form2. Head WD, updates form with scientific name where applicable, signs and stampswith approved stamp, enter import data into the Wildlife Software and passes thedocuments to the General Clerk3. General Clerk logs it in the Lodge Book which assigns a number4. General Clerk uses the software to print (final copy) Import Permit with data thatwas updated by Head WD5. General Clerk makes photocopy of what was printed and presents it to the Traderfor payment to be made6. Trader makes payment to the EPA and returns with receipt to General Clerk7. General Clerk makes copy of receipt and returns original to Trader
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8. General Clerk makes three photocopies of Import Permit (One to accounts, One toTrader, Third for File)9. General Clerk enters record into Permit Register and requests Trader to sign10. Trader signs in Printed Permit register (separate registers for CITES and non-CITES)11. General Clerk signs as Issuer, takes the book with the original documents to theAdmin officer who signs as Receiver and notifies Trader to proceed to AdminOfficer.12. Trader proceeds to Admin Officer to schedule physical inspection using theExporter/Importer Shipment Form13. Admin Officer performs ‘Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Arrival’
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Invoice2. Declaration3. Export Permit from exporting country4. Exporter/Importer Shipment Form
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader notifies WD that a shipment/consignment of species is destined forGuyana or is already at the port of entry2. Trader has Import Licence
Starts When Trader submits export shipping documentation
Stops When Trader signs in Printed Permit register and uplifts Import Permit
Exceptions

Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.20_Process Application for Import Permit
1.21 Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Departure
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.21
Business Process Name Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Departure
Description A consignment of wildlife species requires a Health Certificate from the ExportingCountry as a prerequisite for import into the receiving country. In the case ofDeparture, the Health Certificate is produced after Inspection by the GLDA VeterinaryOfficer/Health Inspector
Main Business Functions 1. Notification2. Processing3. Approval
Definition 1. Trader submits shipping request form to Administrative Officer.2. Administrative Officer retrieves the permits listed on the request form andassigns the Monitoring Officer to inspect the shipment.3. The Monitoring Officer arrives at the airport at the designated time and checks
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the shipment against the permit.4. The Monitoring Officer endorses the permit and retains the triplicate for returnto WD.5. If applicable, a short shipment certificate is prepared and issued to the Trader.6. Monitoring Officer returns to WD, presents triplicate copy of Permit to the AdminOfficer7. Admin Officer enters the Export Permit into the schedule
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Invoice2. Declaration3. Export Permit4. Request for Inspection of Wildlife for Export
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader notifies WD that a shipment/consignment of species is at the port ofdeparture and that the Customs documents have been processed
Starts When Trader submits export shipping documentation and Request for Inspection ofWildlife for Export
Stops When The triplicate copy of the permit is returned to WD by the MO.
Exceptions None
Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.22_Process Inspection of Wildlife at Portof Departure
1.22 Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Arrival
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.22
Business Process Name Process Inspection of Wildlife at Port of Arrival
Description A consignment of wildlife species requires a Health Certificate from the ExportingCountry as a prerequisite for import into the receiving country. In the case of Arrival,the Health Certificate is received from the exporting country but the speciesconsignment is first quarantined and further tested by the GLDA VeterinaryOfficer/Health Inspector
Main Business Functions 1. Notification2. Processing3. Approval
Definition 1. Trader presents Shipment request form to Admin Officer2. Admin Officer observes the time and date for the consignment to arrive3. Admin Officer schedules Monitoring Officer to visit port for inspection4. Monitoring Officer proceeds to the port with Import Permit in triplicate5. Monitoring Officer checks the specimens against the permit and endorses the
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permit6. Monitoring Officer returns to WD, presents triplicate copy of Permit to the AdminOfficer7. Admin Officer checks the triplicate copy of the permit to see that quantitiesreconcile with the Export Permit8. Admin Officer enters the Import Permit into the schedule
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Invoice2. Declaration3. Export Permit4. Export Health Certificate
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader notifies WD that a shipment/consignment of species is at the port ofarrival and that the Customs documents have been processed
Starts When Trader submits import shipping documentation
Stops When Health Inspector provides Health Certificate for import consignment
Exceptions For Step 7:i. If the quantities do not match, then seek an explanation from theExporter with assistance from the Trader.
Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.22_ Process Inspection of Wildlife at Portof Arrival
1.23 Process Application for Import Permit for a Pet
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.23
Business Process Name Process Application for Import Permit for a Pet
Description Wildlife Species that are being imported in non-commercial quantities such as a pet,require an Import Permit to authorise entry of the consignment into Guyana
Main Business Functions 1. Notification2. Processing3. Approval
Definition 1. ????
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Invoice2. Declaration3. Export Permit
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Pre-Conditions 1. Trader notifies WD that a shipment/consignment of species is at the port ofarrival and that the Customs documents have been processed
Starts When Trader submits Exportation of Wildlife Pets application form with customsdocumentation for import
Stops When Import Permit is granted
Exceptions

Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.22_ Process Application for Import Permitfor a Pet
1.24 Process Application for Export Permit/Certificate for a Pet
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BP1.24
Business Process Name Process Application for Export Permit for a Pet
Description Wildlife Species that are being exported in non-commercial quantities such as a pet,require an Export Permit for the consignment to be accepted in the receiving country
Main Business Functions 1. Notification2. Processing3. Approval
Definition The export permit procedures for a pet resemble exactly the Export procedures forcommercial consignments except that the Trader is required to provide proof ofpermanent migration
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Invoice2. Declaration3. Export Permit
Pre-Conditions 1. Trader notifies WD that a wildlife pet is to be exported
Starts When Trader submits Importation of Wildlife Pets application form with customsdocumentation for export
Stops When Export Permit is granted
Exceptions

Post-Conditions Trader proceeds to the Customs Office to process documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BP1.24_ Process Application for Export Permit
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for a Pet
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Business Process Mapping for Wildlife Division

(BPM_WD)Overall Ministry/Entity Profile
BPM_WD Application and Processing of local and foreign trade related

transactions at Wildlife Division
Process
Area Name

Wildlife Division: Trade Unit
Description Responsible for the enforcement of the Species Protection Regulations Act of 1999 which issuperseded by the Wildlife Import and Export Bill 2011. “To regulate international trade of Guyana’s

wildlife and to enable Guyana to fulfil its obligations under the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, Washington, 1973”. The agency also monitors andcontrols the trading of wildlife species (CITES and non-CITES) and processes all import and exportlicencing, quality control and promotion of wildlife through the management of quotas for wildlifespecies. The Quota Subcommittee determines the allocation for each exporter. Quota that isretained is used to award extra quota throughout the year. Some species are not allocated asindividual quotas either because the total export quota is small or the species tend to be poorlyutilized.  Applications are made to the Head of the Wildlife Division for award of quota for thosespecies as needed on a case by case basis.

Objective  Monitor and control local trading of wildlife
 Monitor and control foreign trading of wildlife
 Establish standards to monitor holding premises for commercial exporters who are required tohouse animals destined for export
 Manage national and trader quotas for export
 Provide support for species that are governed by CITES requirements

Scope Process of applications for trading wildlife locally and internationally. Analysis of trade statistics.Protection of endangered species.
Business
Opportunity

To streamline and standardise the application, processing, notification, inspection, payment,approval and reporting so as to foster consistent and reliable approaches to handling Import andExport Permits for Wildlife Flora and Fauna. Unless otherwise explicitly described, the
procedures defined herein apply to both CITES and non-CITES species of wildlife. The process is
initially reflective of the CITES document being printed with the application of the CITES
security stamp until such time that the process is considered mature enough to completely
obliterate the need to print CITES permits

Category BPM_WD
Business
Process
Sample for
TO-BE

X.13 Sample process for electronic application for Commercial Export Permit/Certificate (HIQ)

Business
Process
Types

Permit, Licence, Certification for wildlife species which includes both CITES and non-CITES species
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X.13 Sample process for electronic application for Commercial Export
Permit/Certificate (HIQ)
Business Process ID BPM_WD_BPX.13
Business Process Name Process application for Commercial Export Permit (HIQ)
Description After the Commercial Export Licence has been granted, the Trader requires aCommercial Export Permit to authorise each consignment of wildlife destined forexport. This process deals with a request for export when the Trader Has an

Individual Quota (HIQ) amount available to be drawn upon for the species intendedfor the export. In this TO-BE representation, ‘online facility’ refers to either anePermitting facility which is exclusively hosted by the Wildlife Division or the
National Single Window Trade portal which would available for processing oflicences for all licencing agencies.

Main Business Functions 1. Application2. Payment3. Processing4. Approval5. Notification
Definition 1. Trader creates Customs Declaration (C72) and application/request for Permitonline through e-Permitting/Single Window facility and attaches a single copy ofeach supporting document such as an invoice2. Single Window System performs verification and validation checks and ensuresApplication Reference Number is assigned. These checks are primarily to ensurethat Exporter is a registered Wildlife Trader Dealer and that quantities of speciesare available in the Exporter’s Individual Quota3. General Clerk electronically receives notice of the request and checks for anybans on wild species/birds in commercial trade (Hong Kong, US, etc.)4. General Clerk vets electronic documents visually for completeness, correctnessand correlation of items and initiates the status for the Exporter to be able toprint the preliminary Permit through the online facility.5. Online Facility notifies Trader of status for printing preliminary permit which isCITES or non-CITES6. Trader notifies General Clerk through the Online Facility that the preliminarypermit is not to be modified7. General Clerk updates the status of the Online Facility as ready for payment8. The Exporter makes payment through the Online facility and receives anelectronic notification that a receipt has been created9. Online facility notifies General Clerk that payment has been made10. General Clerk updates the status of the Online Facility as ready for approval byHead WD11. Head WD approves the permit electronically by submitting approval(digitallysigning the Application) through the Online Facility12. General Clerk prints permit and affixes security stamp in the case of CITES13. General Clerk enters into the Log Book for PAID permits (both CITES/non-CITES)permits, permit reference number, date, name of Trader, CITES/non-CITES
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number, destination, signature of person issuing permit, signature of personreceiving14. General Clerk signs as Issuer and takes the book with the original documents tothe Admin officer who signs as Receiver.15. Online facility updates audit trail for the application and notifies Exporter ofprocessing outcome
Participants and their
interests
Start/End Characteristics
Required Documents /
Attachments

1. Invoice2. Declaration
Pre-Conditions Trader prepares consignment of species to be shipped and supporting documentation
Starts When Trader initiates electronic request for permit using the online facility with supportingcustoms and shipping documentation all in electronic format
Stops When General Clerk takes printed permits to the Admin Officer
Exceptions 1. For Step 2: Online facility checks and rejects the Application2. For Step 4: General Clerk checks and rejects the Application3. For Step 11: Head WD checks and rejects the Application
Post-Conditions Trader continues to process customs documents for shipping
Relationships
Reference See attached process model BPM_WD_BPX.13_Process application for CommercialExport Permit (HIQ)
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Wildlife Trade Management Software Ver 1.0

The Wildlife Trade Management Software is effectively utilised at the Wildlife Division to control andmanage national and individual wildlife export quotas and to process CITES and non-CITES permits.The activities that are supported by the software are:
 Trader Management
 National Quota Management
 Individual/Trader Quota Management
 Extra Quota Management
 Permit Creation/Processing
 Permit Cancellation
Technology

 The Application Interface is built using the Delphi programming language
 Sybase is used for the underlying database
Software Pros

 The system has the necessary data structures, controls and workflow mechanisms to createinformation for Traders, Quotas and Permits for both CITES and non-CITES species of wildlife.
Software Cons

 Legacy database architecture with limited flexibility
 Not web based
 Not stable environment. Disconnections occur and users have to wait for reconnection
 Performance Quota Management is not implemented in the system. The Head WD maintains allQuotas (National, Individual, Performance) in a spreadsheet
 No simple interface for data extraction
 No flexible interface available for reporting and data analysis
The screen shots below, which are associated with the software, are reflective of the data required foreach of the critical tasks that represent the related business activity for which it is being utilised:
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Figure 1. Management of the National Quota

Figure 2. Management of the Trader/Individual Quota
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Figure 1. Management of the National Quota

Figure 2. Management of the Trader/Individual Quota
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Figure 1. Management of the National Quota

Figure 2. Management of the Trader/Individual Quota
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Figure 3. Management of the Trader Extra Quota

Figure 4. Processing of the Permit for Appendix II species
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Figure 3. Management of the Trader Extra Quota

Figure 4. Processing of the Permit for Appendix II species
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Figure 3. Management of the Trader Extra Quota

Figure 4. Processing of the Permit for Appendix II species
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Figure 5. Processing of the Permit for Appendix III species

Figure 6. A printed Permit
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Figure 5. Processing of the Permit for Appendix III species

Figure 6. A printed Permit
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Figure 5. Processing of the Permit for Appendix III species

Figure 6. A printed Permit
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Figure 7. Cancellation of Permits
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Figure 7. Cancellation of Permits
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Figure 7. Cancellation of Permits
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Figure 8. Tree View of Traders showing trade and quota statistics
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Figure 8. Tree View of Traders showing trade and quota statistics
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Figure 8. Tree View of Traders showing trade and quota statistics
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Figure 9. Reports that are available in the system
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Figure 9. Reports that are available in the system
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Figure 9. Reports that are available in the system
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Figure 10. Reports that are available in the system
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Figure 10. Reports that are available in the system
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Figure 10. Reports that are available in the system
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Figure 1. Application Form for Commercial Dealer Local and Foreign - Page 1
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Figure 2. Application Form for Commercial Dealer Local and Foreign - Page 2
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Figure 3. Application Form for Commercial Dealer Local and Foreign - Page 3
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Figure 4. National Quota Listing
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Figure 5. Application Form for Import Licence - Page 1
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Figure 6. Application Form for Import Licence - Page 2
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Figure 7. Application Form for Import Licence - Page 3
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Figure 8. Application Form for Permit - Page 1
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Figure 9. Application Form for Permit - Page 2
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Figure 10. Commercial Licence
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Figure 11. Commercial Export Licence
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Figure 12. Commercial Import Licence
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Figure 13. Non-CITES permit
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Figure 14. Preliminary copy of a CITES permit
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